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"liEU.. THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

Ethanol

Students declare war

hits home

Homecoming brings student
group, War On Sobriety to the
forefront again

By Adam TestA
BJ CathJ ~yer
Senior Campus Reporter

Online News Editor

Editor's Note: This is the
final article in a five-part series
r~arding ethanol and its potential
as a fuel alternative. Aproposed
ethanol plant in Charleston has
made the topic an important issue
in Coles Coun~

Paul Wikoff is an Eastern
graduate scudcnt.
He drives a Chevy Tahoe.
He also rcalius the nttd to
reduce America's oil usage.
"Everyone's like, 'What are you
doing? That's a huge gas guu.lcr,"'
Wikoff said.
However, Wikoff drives a
Acxiblc-fuel Tahoe that runs on
E85, a blend of fuel consisting of
85 percent cch.anol and 15 percent
petroleum.
Wikoff rcaliud that no gas
stations in Coles County carried
E85 fuel.
"If you look at a map of lllinois
where all the fuel pumps arc at
where you can get the E85, there
is nor one anywhere locally here,"
he said.
The closest stations are in
Marshall, ShclbyviUe, Effingham
and Urbana, Wikoff said.
"For most people who Uve
around here and don'c travel ch.at
fur on a weekly basis, ir is too fur
away really ro warrant using the
fuel."
So he decided to talk co local
gas station owners to find ouc more
information.
"The local gas station owners
that I talked to said chat they
needed to know there is a demand
for the fuel itself so they would put
in a pump," he said.

Nick Volek and Andy Farnctti were scraWny
·freshmen wallflowers when chey joined the war.
Their war began in 2003. Spray-painted
T-shirts. Painted faces. Abour 30 people and a
whole lot of booze.
Now they're four-scar generals in what they
call the War on Sobriety.
The war isn't a regular protest. This war makes
its leaders nervous at the thought of police,
drinking tickets and being arrested.
Four years ago, seniors Jon SmaU and Thomas
Norton wanted to Start something for people noc
involved with Greek Life.
There's an event every day of the week during
Homecoming in high school, Farnccci said.
The men who started the war wanted
to create an evenc chat everyone could
participate in.
Before the founders graduated
they asked Volek and Farnerri to ta.kc
over the group and make the war a
tradition.
Now that he's a senior, Farnecci,
a corporate communication major,
makes it his own personal cask
co make sure every person who
shows up for the war has a

Volek, a senior sociology major.
Being a general is abouc dedication to the war,
Volek said.
Only chose who help make
sure everyo nc is involved and
participating in drinking
games and socialli.ing,
setting an example, aPC
recogniud.
This year the
money raised from
the war is planned
co be donated to
the Charlcscon
VFW. Thac
mo n c y
will go

OlllHE

., Federation Internationale de
Football Association 2004 USA World
C)'ber Games champion Matija Biljeskovic
and New Line Gnema executive Luke
A-tan can be heard at DENOnline.

de•••ws.co•

That's part of the reason they chose co donate
ch.is year's proceeds.
"There's so many," Volek said. "We could
rattle off names for hours."
SEE WAJ, PAGE I

gooa

time.

"If you're
you," he said.
The "War" on Sobriety is
exactly chat. Srudcnts meet
every day of Homecoming
week to socialiu, play games

-and drink.
"lc's our .6.ghc for the people
who like co drink," Volek said.
The pair said non-drinkers arc
also more than welcome to come
and socialize with chose drinking.
despite encouraging conStanc alcohol
consumption.
Today the group of about 150 srudents
will meet co pre-game for homecoming on
Saturday.
On Saturday the group will wake up early
to participate in a beer breakfast.
They'll continue drinking aU day: during chc
parade, tailgating before the game and still after
the events as a celebration
of the war's end.
The fim year the
war only had cwo
officers. The number
grew to four, then
six. Now the war has
nine officers, so when
someone leaves or
graduates,
another
PHOTO BYJOHN BAILEY

0
"We can afford co Members of Eastern's unofficial student group war on sobriety" hoist a flag in preparation for their upcoming Homecoming
lose somebody," said weekend.

CAMPUS

VERGE

Puel discussioa considen

Check out Verge's annual

Hollywood's ideas of walHs

Homecoming Guide issue

Three Eastern grads employed in
contrasting positions in the film industry
shared their perspectives in "Hollywood
Jihad: The War for American Values,"
a panel discussion geared toward
exposing movies' influences on society.

n Alumni are flooding back to
Eastern's campus this weekend, and
On the Verge of the Weekend, the Daily
Eastern News' special weekend section,
explains the who, what and why.

n

Video game champion, movie
111<11tive do podcasts for DEN

6ghcing in the current war.

H

can take their place.
H SEE ETHANOL, PAGE a

coward care packages co bcne.fit the troops of the
real war.
But the commander of the Charlescon VFW
pose didn't know about c.he donation. He said
that he should know about any son of donation,
bur hadn't heard anything about the War on
Sobriety.
Some of the money donated comes from
yellow ribbons the soldiers arc selling for $1.
The group is also taking donations and selling
War on Sobriety T-shins.
The generals each have a handful of friends

HOMECOMING PARKING NOTICE

Because of the Homecoming parade Saturday, parking will not be allowed on the
following streets on the dates and times listed. Any vehicle parked on the streets
after the designated date and times will be towed at the owner's expense.
n NO PARllH from 3 a.m. until noon Saturday. Oct. 21 :
» On Monroe and Jackson avenues between Sixth and Seventh streets.
» On Sixth Street from Monroe to Lincoln avenues.
» On Seventh Street from Monroe Avenue to Grant Street.
» On Grant Street between Seventh and Ninth streets.

» On Seventh Street south of Lincoln Avenue to Grant Street.
Sectlom C

"

I

,, Grant Street to 'Ninth Street and Ninth Street to Roosevelt Avenue will be
blocked off to tllro119la traffic for staging of the parade.

-fD news
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I HOMECOMING PARADE

CAMPUS

Actor Van Dyke to lead parade
By Chris Essig
Senior Gty Reporter

To fit this year's Homecoming
theme - "EIU Homecoming 2006
Tunes into Classic 1V Land Flicks"
- Jerry Van Dyke will be the parade's
grand marshal.
Van Dyke is best known for
his role as Assiscam Coach Luther
Horatio Van Dam on the 90s
sitcom "Coach."
Van Dyke has also appeared
in "Yes, Dear," "The Drew Carey
Show," "Mary Tyler Moore,"
"Fanwy Wand" and "The Andy
Griffith Show," among others.
For Van Dyke, a Danville native,
it is a bit of a reuruon.
"I love this rime of year in the
Midwest," Van Dyke said. "lc's
really beautiful."
Van Dyke attended EIU for
three months in the early 50s, but
left for the Air Force in 1952.
Van Dyke said the older one

gees, the more he remembers his
youth. He remembers his cime
at Eastern and "I sure had a good
time," he said.
Van Dyke will be quite busy
during his time here, visiting che
drama club on Friday and attending
the parade, the foorball game as well
as cockrail parry on Saturday.
He did say, however, that he
would have rime to cacch up wich
a few old friends that he went to
school with, one of which he will
meet up with ac the Homecoming
celebrations.
Van Dyke will also accept one
of Eastern's Distinguished Alumnus
awards along with being the
Homecoming grand marshal.
Adding co the week's ftashback
theme is master of ceremonies
Dennis Haskins, besc known for
his role as Mr. Belding in the 80s
sitcom, "Saved By the Bell."
Activities will include a trivia
contest,
video
presenracion,

giveaways and an autograph session
with Haskins.
Tonight's ceremonies will begin
at 8 p.m. with a pep rally for
Eastern's football team inside Lancz
Area. Saturday's events begin bright
and early with Charlc.scon Rotary
Club providing irs seventh annual
all-you-can-eat pancake breakfast
from 6 co 11 a.m. in the Domino's
Pizza parking lot on the corner of
Lincoln Avenue and Seventh Street.
Tickets are $5 for students and $3
for children under 12. Before the
parade there will be a 2.5K race
that will foUow the craditional
Homecoming parade rouce - the
corner ofSeventh Suect and Lincoln
Avenue, toward downtown and
back to the corner of Sixth Street.
The annual parade is scheduled to
begin at 9:30 a.m.
The Homecoming football game
kicks-off at 1:30 p.m. and is free
for Eastern students as long as they
have their Panther card.
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as a runner," Neven said. "J may not coupons co all contestants.
Mose of the racers are Ea.seem
finish fuse but I'll be having a great
time with the old alum as well as students and alums bur Pommier
the new students of Eastern."
did say the participants vary from
Being that the race is so shore, ic four to 80 years old.
By Chris Essig
provides an entertaining and unique
Pommi6 expects there co 'be
experience for the race~
Senior Gty Reporter
about 150 parcicipams presenc,
i.You don't hear aoouc races as almost lialf of which register the day
Before
the
Homecoming shore as 2.5K." Pommier said. "The of the race.
Susan Friend, a 1978 alum, said
game chis Saturday, Charlescon, racer finishes excited and noc worn
McDonald's and the Shirt Factory out."
she will also be returning co race.
Pommier also attributed the
"It's always fun co come co
will hold its seventh annual 2.5K
course for how quick the race is.
Charleston and see what familiar
Homecoming Race.
The race route is the same as faces may pop up,
Friend
The race will include a
running, walking and wheelchair the Homecoming parade, which said. "You get to see people, go
competition, all starting at 9 a.m.
includes cwo slight downhills co the game and relive memories,
The race is put on by the and only one uphill bactle for the even some that should be forgotten!
Recreation
Administration competitors.
It gives you a bit of a 'time scands
Pommier expects the fascesc still' type of experience. That is
Deparcmem, their majors club,
the University's Homecoming time co be about 8 minuces and 6 fun."
Friend said Charleston is her
Committee and the city of minutes in the wheelchair.
"If you break records, you get homeCO"-'Il, so she will be able visit
Charleston.
"le has just become a great your name on a T-shirt," Pommier friends and family at the same time.
event to be a pare of," said Kristina said.
Friend's daughter currently attends
Neven, a returning 2005 alum.
Prizes will be provided by Eastern, meaning she will partake
"(le) promotes a community McDonald's, and Pommier said the is quite a few accivicics this
environmenc co kickoff the prizes vary by year.
weekend.
Homecoming weekend while also
He said in the past char winners
At the end of the race, Pommier
promoting a healthy lifestyle."
have received unique prizes like has the participants fill out a survey
which, he said, has had very positive
When Neven was a student and crystal plaques.
"(The prizes) aren't high school results in the past.
president of the Rec. Club, she and
John Henry Pommier, assistant trophies that you store in the anic ~ "Ninety-nine percent (of past
contestants) have said they are
therapeutic research professor, and forget about," Pommier said.
helped coordinate the race.
In
previous
compeuuons, extremely satisfied and would
"Since then I have graduated and McDonald's has also given ouc free recommend it co a friend," Pommier
I scill like co cake pare in the event value meals, food and drinks and said.
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I PANEL DISCUSSION

Hollywood answers critics
Eastern grads share
Hollywood expertise,
debate influence
of film on society
By Holly Henschen
Sernor reporter

The day's headlines cold of chc
ongoing instability in Iraq, but a
different kind of war was discussed
in Lumpkin Hall's Roberson
Auditorium Thursday night.
Three Eastern grads employed
in concrasting positions in the film
industry shared their perspectives
in "Hollywood Jihad: The War
for American Values," a panel
discussion geared coward exposing
movies' influences on society.
"It seems today there are many
suggescing what is going on in
America and whac is going on in
Hollywood is un-American," said
Eastern journalism professor Brian
Poulter. Poulter, who organized the
discussion, read a passage from the
book "Hollywood vs. America"
by Michael Medved. The book
entails how Americans see che
entertainment industry as social
corrupcor.
The cxpcm assembled were
Dan Gire, president of the Chicago
Film Critics Association and writer
for 7he Daily Herald, Andrew
Rodgers, former Sundance Film
Festival publicise and Luke Ryan,
an executive ac MlV films who
produced "Herald and Kumar go
co Whicc Castle."
Some, like Nedvecc, believe
Hollywood should make films
that espouse American values and
patriotism.
"We're crying to balance an
and commerce," Ryan said, rather
than cell people how to live their
lives. Ryan was named Eastern's
Oucscanding Young Alumnus in
2005.
"We're not in the business of
marketing propaganda," Ryan said,
bur rather, "putting our a movie
char has integrity and can share char
integrity wich as wide an audience
as possible.
One rea.~on for the disconnect
between the entertainment industry
and the rest of America is varying
values between show-business
locales Hollywood, New York and
the test of the country, Ryan said.
Films need to be in dialogue
with what's occurring culturally.
Ryan gave the example of
the successful movie "Failure
co Launch,"
scarring
Sarah
Jessica Parker and Macchew
McConaughey.
The movie recognized the trend
of college graduates moving back
in with their parencs.
Movi~ arc made for other
reasons, as well.
Ryan also pointed George
Clooney's Oscar-winning film
"Syrianna," he said, which angered
him, though ic was politically
intriguing enough to build an
audience.
le was made because it was
likely co garner enough revenue to
oucwcigh production costS.
"Hollywood's in a place where
it's run more by marketing than by
producers," he said.
Bur movie producers and
marketers are not the only
people who influence Americans
perceptions of film.
Award-winning cnac Gire
began that the battle for American
values is noc waged between
opposing sides of the polirical
spectrum.

SOth anniversary class comes
to Eastern for homecoming
n Alumni from the class of 1956 will
be on campus today to celebrate their
Golden Anniversary.
About 30 members from the class
will be inducted into the Livingston C.
Lord Society at their reunion dinner.
The society is an honorary society for
alumni who come back for their 50th
anniversary. Members receive a special
pin during the reception today at 5 p.m.
In 1956, classes had on~ around
230 students, so the turnout for the
reunion is pretty good, said Jonathan
McKenzie, assistant director of alumni
services.
A campus tour for the alumni begins
today outside president Lou Hencken's
office at l p.m.

campus
EIU Percussion Ensemble

I 7:30pm
Location I McAfee South Auditorium

Time

Homecoming Pep Ral~, featuring Dennis
Haskins
Time I 8pm
Location I Lantz Arena

I THE MILT WTBll IEWS
Dan Gire. founder and president of the Chicago Film Critics Association and Eastern alum, speaks in the
Roberson Auditorium of Lumpkin Hall Thursday evening about film critics and their overall responsibilities
during a three-person panel discussion titled "Hollywood Jihad: The War for American Values."

More info

I

581-3829

ERK HILTIID

"The war for American values
is between willful ignorance
and working knowledge," said
Gire. He earned a bachelor's
and
master's
degree
from
Eastern's communicarion studies
dcpanmcnr.
Gire said many critics act as
consumer advisors, celling reader.s
the monetary value of films.
A critic's goal, though, is "not
to cell people what co think. but to
inspire thought," he said.
One recurring theme Gire finds
in Hollywood film is racism.
In the 1980s film "Dances with
Wolves," he said, the white hero
rescues the minority Lakota people
by finding buffalo for them co car
and weapons for their protection.
"Racist attitudes arc so built
in co the bedrock of our culture that
we blindly accept chem without
considering what they mean," said
Gire.
Gire urged journalises to shy
away from Hollywood's current
measures of success and recognize
smaller-scale releases that in fact
cam more money per showing
big-budget countcrpans. Next,
Rodgers gave the perspective of an
independent film critic.
He
currently
seeks
out
documentaries, animated and shore
films co be shown ar the River Run
l nrcrnacional Film Festival
he
directs in Salem, Wis. Rodgers,
who graduated from Eastern in
1997 with a bachelor's degree in
journalism, wrote for the Chicago
Tribune on film and the Internet
and helped launch Zap2ic.com. He
is also adjunct professor at North
Garolina School of the Am.
Independent
films
display

DANN GIRE IFILM CRITIC
"Racist attitudes are so built into the
bedrock of our culture that we blindly
accept them without considering what they
mean."

SATURDAY
Seventh Annual 2.SK (1.5 miles)
Homecoming Race
Time 19a.m.
Location I Corner of 7th and Lincoln
More info I 581-6597
Homecoming Parade
Time 19:30 a.m.
Location I Corner of 7th and Lincoln
More info I 581-3829
University Board Lecture: SEX SIGNALS
Time l8p.m.
Location

an "unusual, distinct voice from
around che world char you don't see
ar rhc: mulriplc:x," he: ~aiu.
Rodgers named off the multiple
movies playing ar Showplace l 0
in Mactoon, including Jackass II,
Texas Chainsaw Massacre and
The Grudge II. Only one of the
films, "Licdc Miss Sunshine," was
produced oucside of the Hollywood
studio system.
A homogenization effect occurs
when viewers across the country sec
the same films and their exposure
co culture is identical.
"We have a conformist culture,"
Rodgers said. "It's really easy for us
co go with the flow and swallow
what we're given. It's really easy
for to digest the information
that's provided for us by large
corporations.
"To be an individual in o ur day
and age, you really have co spend
the cffon, the rime and chc energy
to solicit new viewpoints and
opinions," said Rodgers.
About 100 students, faculty
and community members gathered
for the presentation, which lasted
more than cwo hours. Half of the
rime was filled with \.hS questlo~,
answers and discussion.

Issues addressed ranged from
U.S. government influence on rhe
film indusrry, Michael more, or as
Gire called him, "Rush Limbaugh
for the other side with a camera,"
"Snakes on a Plane," sex in film and
career goals and advice.
Sophomore journalism major
Angela Pham said it was interesting
co see how the speakers feel about
current Hollywood media and
how audiences are absorbing ic in
modem times as opposed to the
past.
"le was intriguing to see how the
studio execs can discuss· these issues
with scudcncs on a very human
level," said Pham.
Sophomore biology major Ryan
Kerch said he wasn't sure what co
expect from the presentation's tide,
buc he doesn't think Hollywood is
unpatriotic. H e aJso enjoyed the
expertise on the panel.
"It's good co sec people from
Ea..~ern wh o have really made ic,"
said Kcrch.
Junior sociology major Mike
Wentzloff said he was interested
in Girc's view of the relationship
critics have to American values and
the juxtaposition of independent
film critic Rodgers and Ryan's big

I Grand Ballroom

SUNDAY
Beadwork Across Cultures
Time I 1 p.m.
Location I Tarble Arts Center
More info I 581-2787
Amelia Piano Trio
Time 13 p.m.
Location ITarble Arts Center
More info I 581-2787

University Board Movie: CLICK
Ti. . l 11p.m.
Locatioa I Buzzard Auditorium

COMMENTS I CORREalONS I
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Sud
ftitaey, via:
Phone I 511-7942,

E-maa l OBhiewsCles'@i111iff.com

Office visit

I 1a11
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Iraq War
similar to
Vietnam
I choughc studying for first midterms

was mind-bending and scrcssful, but

Republicans
«down, but
not dead

chcn I read chc laccsc news.
Another four more years in
Iraq announced by General Pecer
Schoomaker, seems like the ulcimacc
stress factor.
Where have I heard this phrase of

four before?

By Michelle Dubert
University of Pennsylvania

{U-WIRE) PHILADELPHIA -As
che Republican Party ex-Foley-aced and
announced it has all bur conceded Ohio,
it's clear that the Democrats are in line co
score in nexc monch's midterm elections.
But with 19 days to go, whether they'll
win enough still looms large.
Democrats need co gain 15 seats co
recakc the House and six for the Senate.
Right now, Republicans appear almost
frozen as House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi (D-Callf.) jots down decorating
plans for che speaker's suite. The real
question seems co be whether che
Republicans are on damage control or a.re
accually waging a campaign to win.
The media have largdy ignored chc
inherent disadvantage chc Republicans
face. Sixth-year midterms have gone
poorly for two-term incumbents over
che last 60 years. In che six "sixch-yearicch" midterms since World War II, the
incumbent party has averaged a loss of
six Senace seacs, compared to an average
of three in second-year midterms. In four
of chose six races, the opposite party won
control of che House, and in three of
chose four years picked up 47 or 48 scats.
One could predict a major uphill battle
for Republicans based on chcsc statistics
alone.
But politics doesn't exist in a vacuum.
Democrats have significant advantages
chat Republican spin doctors have tried to
twist bur quietly recogniu:.
The "culture ofcorruption" and ethics
charges have resurfaced with the guilty
plea of Rep. Bob Ney (R-Ohio) and the
FBI investigation inco Pennsylvania Rep.
Curt Weldon (R-Pa.). Bush's still-dismal
apprO\"al ratings haven't peaked past 42
percent in any reliable poll in months.
And. in what mighr yer prove co be the
bigg~c cacaly~t. the Foley scandal diverted
Republican rhetoric from national security
co a scramble for damage concrol.
Vice President Cheney cold
conservative broadcaster Rush Limbaugh
on Tuesday that "we got a good shot
ac holding che House" on Election
Day. "Good shot" aren't che words of a
confident compecicor, but even though
che GOP is bracing itself for che worst,
there arc several reasons noc co write chem
off j use yet.
The power of incumbency is a
major impetus. While voter approval
of Congress hovers a.round 20 percent
according co recenc polls, Americans are
more likely co crave a "new dircccion"
for che government, but typically not at
the expense of their own representatives.
Gerrymandered disrricrs aside, che
"experience" of an incwnbenc can be a
virtue rather than a liability if Republicans
can re-emphasize che sobriety needed in
Washington "at a time of war."
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Anderson leads
by example
ISSUE I The student body
president is fulfilliflg promises

Srudcm Government organized che
walks around campus to sporugbc areas
where !~ting. adding securi cy cameras or
• trimming bushes would improve campus

StudcnrBody Presidcnr Scan Amttrso
wetr
campaigned on a promise of increasing
The evenc was organized by Student
school spirit, making campus safer and
Body Presidenc Sean Anderson and provided
bringing Coke produces co campus.
studcncs an opportunity to express safety
Anderson has been working on cwo of
concerns to the administration, Student
chcsc chrce issues and should be applauded
Govcmmcnc, the University Police
for taking action on his promises co
Deparcmenc and chc grounds crew.
srudents.
Noc only did the safety walks hdp show
Anderson attends football games and
potential lighting problem areas on campus,
leads che scudencs in cheers and chants.
chey gave students a chance co voice their
Having a student body president who
safety concerns.
In shore,
attends football
students were
games and is
"Anderson is the only member
visible increases
able to speak
school spirit.
direccly to che
of the student government
people who
Encouraging
executive board who has
fellow students
could add more
at a football
lights, add
maintained campaign promises."
security cameras
game co c;heer
for their peers
or trim bushes.
who are om on the 6eld playing for· Eastern
The only issue Anderson has failed at is
is a great way to encourage school ~pirit, as
bringing Coke to campus, since Eastern has
well as morale.
a concracr with Pepsi chat does not end in
Anderson has also arcended a variety
che foreseeable future.
of events so far this year, including:
However, Anderson has brought che issue
Pancherpalooza, Family Weekend events and
to administrators' attention.
Homecoming Evencs.
This means when che contract is up,
Being in public view and showing his
administrators will know chat scudencs
fellow srudents chac he cares enough about
would like c:o have a wider soft drink
the campus to acrually attend differcnc
selection on campus.
events is a great way co increase school spirit.
Anderson is che only member of che
scudenc government executive board who
Anderson has also worked to make
campus safer by sponsoring safety walks.
has maintained campaign promises.
Eastern is one of che safest universities
He should be applauded for his
in the state, however che school could use
commitment co serving the students of
increased lighting.
Eastern.
During che safety walk ic was determined
chat che undergraduate parking lots on
The editorial is the majority opinion of
Fourth Street and a path on che south side
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
of O'Brien Stadium could use some extra
Reach the opinions editor at
lights.
DEMopi•ioas@g•ail.co111.

FEATURED BLOGGER

Oh, wait. I know!
Ir's Vietnam!
Besides chc prolonging of che
American stay in the Iraq, this whole
operation in che Middle East seems
ineffective.
The U.S. Army is jumping all over
che place and it seems as if there is no
positive goal while American croops arc
there.
Rather than saving lives and money,
we're just going co spend four more
years.
What could one do in four years?
Everything! Graduace &om college, stare
a family or start anything else besides
war.
I remember starting che "War in
Afghanistan" when I was in eighth grade
and it is far from over. ·
Now, if they plan to finish in Iraq
on time (which never happens), I will
already be graduating or will have
graduated college.
In four years, chc Army will plan co
keep 120,00 troops in Iraq if necessary.
What is co do there?
America has now engaged icsdf in a
war chat ir has no chance of winning.
Technically, it is not even a war.
le cannot be won.
Like Vicmam, chis "war" can only
become more ugly.
Different time, differenc place, same
situation.
The same question has come up in
both wars.
Do you know someone over there?
Personally. I know cwo people. Bue
I'm just one person.
How many do you know?
Please, tell me. Add chem all up. lc's
depressing.
On average, 43 innocent people are
dying everyday, including U.S. soldiers
and Iraqi civilians.
ln one of che bloodiest months since
che war began, 72 U.S. soldiers have
already died chis October.
Thar's more than three soldiers every
day chis month - abouc one soldier
every seven hours.
I have an idea, Mr. President.
Instead of raising funding for che
war and extending the troops' stay in
Iraq, why don'c you bring the soldiers
home and save the caxpaycrs' money for
something productive?
What is the need to stay there?
I'm wcll-procccced even wichout che
troops in Iraq.
Similar to Vietnam, soldiers continue
co gee called for duty wichout a sign of
success nt:ar.
Before this war escalates to something
che same scale as Vietnam, bring che
troops home.

I BRANDON CAMPBELL
Kevin
MurphJ

"Another sad fad of preordering
your console is that you may not
even be guaranteed a console even
after laying do!'n $50 American."
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I HOMECOMING PEP RALLY

o t l:~E
Yeff Like 'Jfe({ §uys:
Pau(, Patrick,
'Mitch &' 'Kevin,
we • you! Shake ityou can do it!

Rally preps people for pep
ly lristiu Peters
Activities P.eporter

Sumo wrestlers will approach
the ring competing for vietory at
the Homecoming Pep Rally.
The wrestlers, however, will not
be typical professionals.
Instead, students from chc Greek,
recognized student organization and
resident hall divisions will dress in
sumo suir.s to compete for poinrs.
This will keep people intcresrcd
and involved during chc pep rally,
said Homecoming chair Jessica
Henson.
There arc four suirs so rwo
matches will be going on ar once.
Brian Allen, homecoming dcct,
has seen sumo marches before and
said it will be fun for everyone.
"The crowd's going co gee inco ic
just as much as chc panicipancs," he

said.
Mascer of Ceremonies Dennis
Haskins, also known as 'Mr. Belding'

'tr-om "Saved by the Bell," will
keep attendees on their roes as he
introduces chc ocher performances
at the pep rally ac 9 p.m. tonight in
Lantz arena immcdiacdy following
chc volleyball game.
"They (studems} arc just pumped
up (co sec Haskins)," Allen said.
"Seeing him on Ea.stem's campus is
a huge deal."
Featured performances by groups
that include the EIU Pep Band,
Cheer Team, Pink Panchcrs and chc
dance group Rhythm and X-cacy
wiU gee attendees Homecoming
spirit pumped up as chc weekend
evenr.s begin.
"It's a good way to show school
spirit for Homecoming," Allen said
of che pep rally.
There will also be a special
appearance by alums from the class
of 1956.
le really gcr.s all the groups on
campus togccher and involved,
Henson said.

The Homecoming foorball game co get che hit teen show of che 80s
between Eastern and Murray State on DVD.
in Kentucky is just one of che events
Twelve copies of che "Saved by
chat che pep rally will gee arccndccs chc Bd!" seasons will be signed by
ready for.
Haskins and ra.ffied off.
'"Basically (ic is} co get people
Six copies ofseason one and two,
excited for chc game on Saturday," which arc on one sec, will be given
Henson said.
away as well as six copies of seasons
Ocher full sports will also be three and four, which arc also on
introduced at the pep rally.
one set.
Attendees will also have chc
Henson said that because many
of rhe orgaruzauons on campus will chance ro win cwu fia.~ ~<..teen
be cogecher at che pep rally, students televisions, an iPOD and dinning
will have che opporrunicy co see che doHars.
many faeces of Eascern.
Allen &aid chat che prizes allow
In light of Haskins coming, everyone a chance to win something
many portions of che pep rally will and join in on Homecoming
relate to che show "Saved By chc events.
Bell."
We wane everyone on campus
There will be sing-a-long to the involved, especially students who
chcme song, trivia comest about aren't involved wich anything, he
che show. a video presentation said.
compiled by Haskins and a photo
Allen will cake over next year
and autograph session after che pep as Homecoming chair and he is
rally wich Haskins.
chankful for Henson for guiding
Srudencs will also have a chance him.
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UB wants more for less
The National Association
fo r Campus Activities
conference arranges
cooperative buying

JC MIUER IUNIVERSITY BOARD CHAIR

"They (outside performers) have the expertise
you just can't pick up in Charleston."

I EIU DANCERS

Dancers to
perform Charlie's
Angels theme

By Kristina Peters
Activities Reporter

University Board is chinking outside
the box when ir comes to marketing.
From Nov. 9 through 11, lIB will
artend the National Association for
Campus Activities where it has been
chosen to present an educational
program titled "Marketing Outside of
the Box."
NACA is a conference for students
and staff of colleges to scope out
entertainment and to see agents. artists
and performers that they might want
to bring to campus.
The
conference
also
offers
educational sessions and workc;hops for
people to attend. and the UB members
are glad that the marketing proposal
was chosen for the programming
board at NACA.
"Ir gives us the opportunity co show
our leadership (skills)," said UB chair
JC Miller.
The marketing program was che idea
of UB vice chair Melissa Schaefer, and
she will present the 45-minuce program
ac NACA alongside Nicole DeToye,
edicor of Amp magazine and Lori
Morriserte, UB graduate advisor.
From UB's budget of $227,580.
which comes from student fees, $2,500
is used for the members to accena
NACA.
UB's purpose is to take the srudenc
fees and provide srudencs with a
variety of evencs chac they would
like co artend and choose how many
they wane co attend, Miller said.
"We're the entertainment source,"
Schaefer said.
The current acrivity fee for srudencs
is $102.03 and thac makes up UB's
budget.
Boch Miller and Schaefer said that
money spent on NACA is worth every
penny of the student fees.
UB would not be able to put on the
60 evencs that it does for scudems if
members did not go to NACA, Schaefer
said.

Because UB artends NACA they are
able to book accs for less chan if che accs
were booked just through agencs.
If booking were done only through
agencs, UB would only be able to bring
a fourth of the 60, Schaefer said.
Quality is also a benefit of the
NACA prices.
UB was able to get Emerson Drive
for about $2,000 cheaper because he
was booked at NACA. Miller said.
When UB books at NACA it
participates in cooperative buying.
Cooperative buying means that
school in a surrounding region book
together so that the acts can form a
tour that fits its travel needs, Schaefer
said.
NACA only takes away $2.500 of
UB 's total budget, which is divided
into 11 different sections that include
UB general costs and all I 0 of its
committees.
The UB general costs portion
has the highest separate budget of

$44,715.
It is used primarily for conferences
like NACA. UB retreats, marketing
and office supplies. said Ceci Brinker.
director of student life.
Of the 10 committees Cultural Arts

hM 'the.hig_~~Jiit of.$!5,3,s ,
The
other
committees 1are

the expertise you just can't pick up in
Charleston." Miller said.
The Baller Folkloric Huehuecoyocl
dance group from Elgin was one event
char Cultural Am provided for srudenrs,
faculty and community members to
see.
In the beginning of November,
Cultural Am will help sponsor an
entertainment ace at Eastern for the
Midwest Asian American Srudenr.s
Union Conference.
The committee that Miller finds chat
students have the most quesrions about
is Productions.
Some scudencs chink chat the
Produccions commirtee brings speakers,
but it is responsible for light and
sound.
The Productions committee has
the smallesc budget of $8,095 and the
other comminees' budgets range from
$15,500 co $25.335.
Each commirtee comes up with its
own budget. The UB looks at all the
budgecs as a whole and then presencs
it to che Apporrionmenc Board, Miller
said.
There are cwo main reasons why
certain
commirtees have
bigger
budget~.

Ccrcaiq coi}imqteCf might oee~e
money beCause the members bring new
Homecoming, Marketing. Lectures, ideas and mighc wane co bring bigger
Mainstage,
Movies, Productions. names, Miller said.
Amp, Comedy and Special Events.
Every year, UB asks for more money
The Cultural Arts committee brings than it has received in the pasc.
performing arts to campus along with
"We see it as an opportunity co
cultural events during the heritage provide more events," Miller said.
months and in between. They also co- "We provide activities for everyone on
sponsor with other organizations.
campus."
Because UB's budget is directed from
About $1,000 goes towards each
heritage month, so Cultural Arts sLUdent fees, Miller said char ic is good
spends about $5,000 altogether in thal chat it is run by scudencs.
area, Miller said.
UB does nor have administrators
Cultural
Arts
brings
many and advisors telling the board whac aces
performers from outside of the area co bring and where money should be
and must cover its travel and lodging. spent, she said.
"UB's fun and that's what l love
which adds to the budget.
"They (outside perfonners) have about ic," she said,

Database of e~periences
aims to connect campus
Study Abroad department
hopes to inform students
of faculty's wide range of
international adventures
By Cllelsea Hand
Staff Reporter

Berty Smith is Auent in Spanish and
frequently makes trips co Ecuador.
Because of chis, the recently
appointed chair of the Lacin American
Specialty Group ar Eastern recently took
part in the Srudy Abroad department's
survey.
The survey aimed co find our the
international experience and knowledge
existing on Eascern's campus.
Smith believes che survey will be
helpful ro chose who are from or have
an interest in foreign countri~. and
"the more we can connect, people to

people, the berter. I would love to know
who else is interested in South America
for exampl~."
The deparcmem plans to develop a
database with the information gained
from the survey.
Emily Brueske, of the Scudy Abroad
office, said they are hoping faculty and
studencs can use it as a resource to find
ocher people with extensive international
experience or knowledge.
Brueske also mentioned the office's
collaboration with Jennifer Copes on
the project.
Copes, a graduate srudem who came
on as an incern for the Study Abroad
office this semester, decided to develop
the survey after discussing po~ible
ideas with director of the office of Scudy
Abroad, Wendy Williamson.
Copes hopes the database will
inform everyone, especially the nonincernarional students, of the wide range
of international experiences among our

faculry members.
Smith will be leading a trip to
Ecuador and South America, wich a
five-day stop in the Galapagos Islands.
Scudencs who are considering a facultyled scudy abroad trip would also benefit
from chis survey.
Another professorwhowill be leading
a scudy abroad crip is James Jordan
Wagner of the business department. He
also participated in the survey. Wagner
has lived in England and is leading the
trip co Maascricht in the Netherlands.
He hopes chat people will use this
database because it has potential co
work ouc well.
This project is all about connecting
people with similar incerescs and
expenise, said Copes. "Ifwe can connecc
one EIU srudent, whether from abroad
or right here in IIJinois, co a faculty
member who specializes in a country or
a topic chat che scudenc is interesce<i in,
the database has done ics job."

EIU Dancers mix
jazz, hip-hop,
salsa and ballet in
routines

KRYSTLE GRAVITT
VICE PRESIDENT

By Nicole Nicolas
St.111 Poeporter

On scage a rush of
adrenaline screams through
Melissa Pritzl, an ElU dancer,
in che beginning of the dance,
but slowly her nerves begin to
dull. She peers our into rhe
audience co find her friends
and her family. Now she is at
ease.
Whether on stage or off.
everyone is performing co a
certain degree, said Krystle
Gravitt, the vice president
of ElU Dancers and senior
majoring
in
elementary
education.
"I've been a performer
since I was born. Ir's in my
blood. My whole family does
ic. I'm performing from when
I Wake up ro when l go co
bed. Dancing is just a great
way co express my desire to be
a performer," Gravirt said.
The EIU Dancers are a
company who dabble in a
lirtle bit everything from cap
to jazz to hip-hop co salsa co
ballet to modern dancing.
In the past, chey have
performed ar basketball games
and Relay For Life.
They also raised money
during the year co travel
together to New York during
Spring Break.
In New York, they got a
chance co take three different
dance classes ac the Broadway
Dance Center.
One of the people who
performed
in "Chicago"
caughr chem a dance from
Chicago, Graviu said. During
their stay in New York chey
appeared on the Today Show
and they performed on che
Intrepid.
For the Homecoming pep
rally the four officers, Gravin,
Prit:zl, Stephanie Mair and
Kelly Maher, choreographed
a dance routine to che theme
song of Charlie's Angels
performed by Aerosmich.
The routine combines
jazz, tap, bailee, hip-hop and
modern, Prit:zl said.
Gravirt
said
char
choreographing
is
hard
work, but very fulfilling. A
choreographer muse take into
account the dancers' every
move and as well as their
cosrumes.
Although
the
four
officers do most
of the
choreographing. they take
into consideration the rest
of the teams ideas and
creativiry, said Maher, a junior
elemencary education major.
"Gravitt and Prit:zl are
phenomenal dancers. They

I

"We like
Aerosmith and
those upbeat
rock songs.
We like them
to be able to
sing along
and feel like
they' re part
of it."

ceach us. They spend the time
so chat everyone looks good
cogecher," said Ravi Appleby,
EIU dance team member and
senior psychology major.
For Prit:zl and Gravitt
dancing is a great stress
reliever.
When Gravirt found out
on her way co practice her
grandpa died she went to
practice anyway.
"I continued co come
co practice because I knew
coming co practice was going
to make me feel berter,"
Gravitt said.
Some EIU dancers have
also taught children how co
dance at dance studios in
their hometowns. Gravirt
now teaches peewee pom at
the Charleston Recreation
Center.
The four officers bring che
group together with strong
leadership and with outgoing
and friendly personalicics,
said Jeanna Mcfarland, che
EIU Dancers' adviser.
The dancers have been
practicing twice a week for
about chree hours each time co
prepare for the homecoming
pep rally.
"We like Aerosmith and
chose upbeat rock songs. We
like chem to be able co sing
along and feel like they're pan
of it,n Gravirt said.
Lase year they performed
a jazz dance routine co a
combination of the songs
"We Built This Cicy," •A
Jungle Themen and "The
Boys are Back in Town" at
Homecoming.
Once they start preparing
for their spring concen, they
will practice Monday through
Friday in McAfee.
Even though they spend so
many hours together during
the spring. Mair, a junior
elemencary education major,
she said she could easily spend
more rime with them because
they have become so close to
each ocher.
''They've become Tfl1
second f.unily," Gravitt said.
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too drunk to drink?

IEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE I EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ
ACROSS
1 Manly attribute
10 Sailor's behind

15 It's frustrating not to
get
11 In again
17 Uk~ many an
engine
11 Troubles
19 Road sign no.
20 Copier, of sorts
22 Correct la
a oobbler
25 Invoice abbr.
26 Mortgage org.
17 "The Three Burials
of Melquiades
• (2005 Tommyl:ee
Jones film)
a Followed closely
11 Medicated
12 Stretch for the
stars?
IS Dwarf planet in the
outer reaches of the
solar system
II Candy 1ar classic
a Copiers
42 CIY,Ptozoological
topic
43 Hippie sign-off
47 Hereditary
48 Basque, e.g.
11 Dog show org.
12 "lobster Telephone,"
e.g.
15 Belfast's oounty
II Like some sciences
II Repeated bit in a
song
., Cremona artisan
11 Enthusiastic
supporters
14 Wings, e.g.

a

Symptoms of Alcohol Poisoning

65 Season openers?
66 Mars to mars, say
67 Sunscreen
ingredient

* Mental Confusion
*Person Can NOT he Roused
*Vomiting
*Seizures
*Bluish Skin Color and paleness

DOWN
1 Fought
2 "Rather"
3 Hostilities
4 Duke's grp.

5 Density symbol
6 Were running
mates?
7 One of two tumblers
e Imminent, old-style
9 Doorstop, e.g
10 Token place
11 Terribly tough task
12 Slightly
13 Top off
14 Dish with a side of
guacamole
21 Blood of the gods, in
myth
23 Bully's final words
24 Put great weight on
28 Sunscreen
ingredient
30 Puzzle-solving level
33 Bank buildup: Abbr.
34 Year of Columbus's
last voyage
37 Hamlet in 1969
news
38 Available
39 Where Enterprise is
40 Soldier armed with a
spear
41 Subjugate
44 Small plane service
45 Having a stone heap
as a landmark
46 As a body

If you suspect Alcohol Poisoning
call 911 IMMEDIATELY! . ~
For More Information?
Call 217.581.7786
www.eiu.edu/-herc

Puzzle by Orrid Bunker

48 Steer

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

so North sea
53 George with

a self-titled
ABC sitcom

54 Many a Kurd

s1 •Look_I"
58 Soore _

home)

(reach

62 Rescuer of

Odysseus. in myth

Do""'t COL-t""t tV\e aA!1S,
~~ R,e tV\e da~s now.~.

•

LIV6

cam
•

Local phone line
Water & Tnt bl
Washer & Dl')erl
Fully Equipped
Kitchen!
Pm ate bedroom
and
bathroom!
Walk~in closet!
Prh acy lock on each
bedroom door!

•

Health Service
~~
FA>i>JQ(lw><a.\~
Your lllesUons, Real Answers
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Ethanol
FROM PAGE 1

After speaking ro station owners,
Wikoff decided to stan a petition co
prove a desire for E85 in the county.
At first, Wikoff thought about a
written petition, but he decided
that would be difficult.
"I decided co cry a different
way with just a Web site petition,"
Wikoff said. "l stancd doing that
and then I realized I needed some
folks to hdp spread the word some
and spread some materials."
Wikoff
began
organizing
meetings for individuals interested
in promoting the cause. The group
ofsupporters soon became the Coles
E85 Fuel Infrasrrucrure Supporters.
"It's just a grassroots community
group," Wikoff said.
He hopes co see noc just one E85
fueling pump in the county; buc
co see many. Multiple parts of the
county could be serviced, he said.
"You have the Mattoon area,
you have the Charleston area, you
have Oakland," Wikoff said. "Nor
everyone is going co drive 10 or 20
miles our of their way just co gee the
E85."
E85 will come co Coles County
eventually, but some people do not
wane to wait, Wikoff said.
"I know ir will come with time,"
he said. "However, there are a
number of us chat would like co use
it now and stop using gasoline."
Wikoff also wanes to bring
his interest in ethanol co Eastern
students. He has researched into
and begun the application process
co form a recognized student
organization for students in support
of ethanol.
"I have talked co professors and
ocher students, and in academia,

War
FROM PAGE 1

Farnettisaid chey'reworkingwich
a local flower shop to supply the
ribbons. That flower shop worker
is in charge of donations, he said,
but the supplied phone number was
incorrecc.
War on Sobriety hasn't been a part
of the Homecoming Parade so far,
ocher than a reported interruption
in last year's parade.
The group made an attempt co
legitimacdy march for chis year's

cnvironmenr, economics and ocher
things like mat arc very important,
and alternative fuels are a big topic
right now," he said. "So I'm hoping
it would gee some good inceresc here
as well."

associatton for corn producers, is
financed by membership dollars.
TheAssociation deals with legislative
activity and lobbies on its members'
behal£
The Marketing Board responds
co and operates off a check-off
program, Lambert said.
Ethanol plant's effect
"What chat means is chat each
With a proposed ethanol plant time a farmer goes in and sells corn,
in Charleston, many people wonder one quarter of a penny goes into a
what impact it will have on ethanol's statewide fund," Lambert said.
A board of elected farmers then
availability in the area.
"That's a concern of some administers the fund and decides
people," said Mayor John Inyart. "If how the collected money will be
we're making it here, we should be spent. The program was devdoped
because of a law, and ·stipulations
able to buy it here."
The plant will noc be a direct included chat check-off funds could
supplier. However, ocher methods not be used for legislative activity.
are being looked into.
Check-off funds pay for ocher
"These folks (Green Lion) won't research and activities chac benefit
be a direct supplier," Inyart said. farmers, Lambert said.
"They'll be selling co vendors. But
"Those dollars are used for
it's my understanding that there are research into new uses for corn,
some vendors that are looking co market development opporruniries
supply it."
and a host of other things, just not
Mark Phelan, manager of the legislarive (acriviries)," he said.
The
Coles County Farm Bureau, does
cwo
Illinois
com
nor chink chac ethanol will become organizations have been very
available simply because of the proactive in the developmenc of
plane's presence.
ethanol.
"The plane itself I don't chink is
"We have been working on
going to drive the E85, just because it on the Com Grower's side for
there are so many planes coming probably 25 years in primarily the
into the market," he said, "and area of promotion and education,"
personally I'm not seeing the push Lambert said. "Corn Grower's
have been trying co promote chat
for E85 connected co the planes."
product with the public for a long,
long time."
The Marketing Board, a newer
Promoting ethanol
Mark Lambert deals with organization, has also played a
corn every day because of his job. large role in the ethanol industry,
Lambert serves as the spokesperson Lamben said.
for the Illinois Corn Marketing
"The Marketing Board acrually
Board and the Illinois Corn began in 1982, and some of the
Grower's Association.
very first work they did was funding
Two separate organizations exist research into making ethanol more
because of restrictions on legislative efficiently and chat's continued over
activity, Lambert said.
che years," he said.
The Grower's Association, a rrade
The Association has recently

been involved in legislation at
both the state and national levd of
government, Lambert said.
At the scace level, the prominent
piece oflegislarion was calJed Senate
Bill 2236. The bill was a "pretty
encompassing piece of biofuels
legislation," Lambert said.
The bill failed in the Senate.
Some parcs of Senate Bill 2236
chac independently became part
of the budget included additional
funds co act as incentives for
building ethanol planes and more
money co pay for manpower with
permitting processes.
"We were finding chat one of
the things holding back ethanol
production in Illinois as compared
to ocher st.aces is that our permitting
process, the clean air permits, was
pretty slow," Lambert said. "There
was some money eannarked to
going co bring more manpower into
making sure permits gee done in a
timdy fashion."

event.
A few weeks ago, "war general"
Andy Zerbian went ro the local
Army recruitment office in hopes of
sponsoring a float in the parade.
Zerbian
spoke with Sgt.
Anthony Adkison. Adkison was
under the impression the group was
a fraternity-sponsored event.
He had no idea the group was
"putting people's lives in danger," he
said. "I thought it was a legitimate
group, ac fuse."
The rwo discussed putting a
humvee in the parade, but the plans
were too lace.
Adkison said Zerbian didn't

stan a "war" there.
Plans fell through for this year's
Homecoming, bur next year Scott
is aiming for at least 300 soldiers,
he said. Volek and Farnetti wouldn't
disclose the location or contact
information co join the war. They're
trying co keep their activities
quiet, despite interrupting the
Homecoming parade.
Interested students can talk to
anyone wearing a War on Sobriery

explain much about War on
Sobriety.
He was short when he was in
the office and didn't explain much
about the group or what they stood
for.

The Fight Spreads
The war is spreading co ocher areas
of Illinois. A friend of Volek and
Farnetti's visited for homecoming
lase year and decided to sc:a.n a war
at Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale.
Karlton Scott rransferred from
Eastern co Purdue and wanted co

Ethanol's impad
Ethanol and E85 fuel have made
an impact on Illinois' economy.
The impact comes in the form of
ethanol planes, availability and sale
of E85 and additional benefies to
state farmers.
"They (Illinois) are probably
in second or third place as to the
number of ethanol stations and
pumps, where you can gee E85 chat
is," Wikoff said. "Probably a lot of
the pumps around have ElO."
U.S. Senator Dick Durbin,
D-Ill., has supported the use of
ethanol as a fud alternative since
the beginning of his political career.
Durbin believes the amount of
echanol in Illinois vehicles has an
impact on the world as a whole.
"Ethanol is found in about 30
percent of all the gasoline sold in

T-shirt.
"It's really underground," Volek
said. "We don't want co get a bad
reputation."
Volek said they don't specificaUy

Illinois, and I chink we will find in
the years to come it will become
a blended produce with gasoline
all across the nation," Durbin
said. "That means more ethanol
production in our st.ate, more good
paying jobs and less dependence on
foreign oil."
Illinois has 140 gas stations
chat sell E85 fuel, according co the
National Ethanol Vehicle Coalition.
Compared to other states, Illinois is
doing well in terms of pumps with
E85 availability, Wikoff said.
In terms of ethanol production,
Illinois is also doing well, Wikoff
said.
Iowa leads states in ethanol
production with 31 operational
plants, according to the Renewable
Fuels Association. Minnesota has
17 operational plants and Illinois
has seven.
The sale of Illinois corn for
ethanol production also has
impacted Illinois' economy.
"Ethanol
producers
spend
about $1. l billion on raw materials
and goods and services lase year,"
Lambert said. "That's to produce
830 million gallons of ethanol. The
industry uses about $625 million in
com."
Ethanol producers also spend
money on ocher general coses. These
costs include chemicals, electricity,
water and insurance, Lambert said.
"There are a lot of things chat
you don't chink about at face value,"
he said.
Selling Illinois corn does not only
benefi.c Illinois farmers, but farmers
all across the nation, Lambert said.
"One of the things chat you see
is chat when you sell a bushd of
com for ethanol, not only does it
help farmers here in Illinois, but it
actually helps the overall prices and
demand for farmers nationwide,"
he said.
check to make sure participants are
21 before allowing them co drink.
"We frown on
underage
drinking." Volek said. Every year
the war T-shirts say "21 means 21."
The idea of getting caught has
occurred co the generals, but Volek
realizes chat it's part of homecoming
and college life.
And putting the two together
makes the generals giddy.
"I can't believe we've done
something where people are like,
'Wow, this has been the funnest
week ever," Farnetti said.
"It's like Christmas co me. I love
chat day."

Homecoming has lost major focus
By Cathy Bayer
Senior Campus Reporter

The clientde ac local liquor scores
consists mainly of studenes, and
Homecoming may be the busiest
weekend of the year.
A manager at Gateway Liquors
in Charleston, Man, said thac
sales increase during Homecoming
weekend. However, alcohol sales
stay consistent throughout che
semester, he said.
The owner of East Side Package
in Charleston declined to comment,
but a month ago, a score manager
said Homecoming is the busiest
time of year.
Management at East Side
discussed opening at 6 a.m. on
Saturday so people could go co the
parade and parties for the day.
Homecoming brings parents and
friends together as a community,
said Angela Edgar, the wife of a
co-owner at The Rabbit Hole in
Charleston.She said the sea.ff at her
score thinks it's nice chat people
gather together and have a good

time. Homecoming focuses too
much on alcohol. It sliould be
about coming back and gathering
with friends, she said.
Things aren't just about making
sales or gerting drunk, Edgar said.
Homecoming is a busy weekend,
but ir isn't just good for che business,
it's good for the whole town, she
said. Edgar considers Homecoming
as one of the besr events in the
community.
Bue some think Homecoming
isn't the same as ic used co be.
Homecoming used co be hard work
preparing che campus for the return
of alumni, said Bob Dudolski,
Director of Greek Life.
Dudolski was speaking on his
own behalf, not necessarily reflecting
chat of Greek Life. Students used to
work hard preparing the campus for
alumni co return co their alma macer.
They'd pa.inc windows, make Aoats
and decorate the yards on Greek
houses. The students' purpose was
co entertain the alumni who came
"home."
The windows and Boars are still

done now, Dudolski said, but not co
the same extent.
Several fraternities and sororities
have discussed che idea of bringing
Homecomjng back co what it was
once about: school spirit.
Some portions of Greek Life are
not parricipating in a beer breakfast
on Saturday. Some are also hosting
events for cheir alumni before and
during the parade, like Sigma Pi
fraterniry. Danny Scheck, graduate
assistant for Greek Life and members
of Sigma Pi frarernity said the men
of Sigma Pi hose a barbecue for
alums who return co campus.
The men also set up their
bleachers, usually used for fraternity
meetings. so alumni can watch
the Homecoming parade. Alums
of all ages return wich family for
Homecoming, but Scheck said he
didn't chink many ocher groups on
campus had the same situation.
Roughly 40 alumni return
because of the family-friendly
event, he said. Bue homecoming as
a whole doesn't really offer much for
families.

Dudolski said chat shorc-c~m
plans for change are happening chis
year.
"Bue long term, 1 chink we have
some work co do," he said.
Groups on campus cend co focus
more on chemselves instead of
focusing on the school, alumni and
the actual Homecoming idea, he
said. Eastern and Charleston don't
provide enough for alumni to do for
Homecoming. he said. lf there was
more co do, more alumni would
come back, he said.
Dudolski said chat Eastern has
lost the rwo points ofHomecoming:
Alumni and school spirit.
"I chink we drop the ball in both
courcs," he said.
He pointed out that many alumni
that come back have graduated in
the pasc few years.
The communiry and university
don't provide evenes or activities for
older alumni co participate in.
And younger generations rurn co
drinking.
"lf there's nothing for chem ro
do chan stand on the street and

drink, chat's what they're going co
do," he said.
Health Service on campus is also
affected by Homecoming. Ir sees
more afcer-effoccs of Homecoming
and ocher major weekends ac
Eastern, said Eric Davidson,
associate director of Health Service.
"We see those students who
injure themselves," Davidson said.
Students also come in after having
unplanned or unprotected sex.
Based on the increased alcohol
use during fall weekends like
"opening weekend," Homecoming
and Halloween, chose are the busier
times for Health Service.
Davidson said he's familiar with
the War on Sobriety, and scudencs
who place themselves in "at-risk"
situations. Those involved mav
not consider chat as more scuden~s
gee involved. the more the risks
increase, Davidson said.
The
student
leaders,
or
generals, may also noc consider the
responsibility chat may fall on chem
if someone is seriously injured, he
said.

WOMEN'S SOCCER IVS. SAMFORD

Undefeated teams look for conference crown
By Kevin Murphy
Staff P.eporter

Duke and North Carolina
men's basketball. Ohio Stace and
Michigan football. Eastern Illinois
and Samford women's soccer. These
teams arc consistently ac che top of
their conference. They're athletic,
talented and they win.
Samford has been dominating
the Ohio Valley Conference ever

since it joined in 2003. The Bulldogs
{10-3-2, 5-0-2 OVC) have won
thee consecutive conference regular
scason ti clcs.
"You always wane to measure
yourself against the best," said
Eastern head coach lim Nowak.
"There's no secret recipe. (We're
going to) go down there and play as
hard as we can."
The Panthers (5-5-5, 3-0-4)
had won the previous cwo OVC

Toumamenr liclcs when Samford
joined. Eastern had also won the
OVC Tournament &om 20012004.
uEver since my freshman year,
(chis game) grows every year," said
senior midfielder Trisha Walter.
That's where chc difference scam
changing between Eastern and
Samford.
Eastern lost l-0 in the 2005
regular season against Samford. TilC:

Bulldogs defeated che Panthers 1-0
in the OVC Tournament Final ar
Lakeside Field in 2005.
"I hate chinking about it,"Walter
said about lase year's loss against
Samford. "le was miserable."
The Bulldogs are 26-4-2 in the
OVC in their four years in the
conference. The Panthers are 42-510 in the OVC since joining in the
1998 season.
H

SEE CROWN, PAGE 85

Eastern's women's soccer team
travels to Birmingham, Ala., Friday
to take on first-place Samford in a
key game in terms of the Ohio Valley
Conference standings. Eastern and
Southeast Missouri are four points

behind the Bulldogs in a tie for second
place, with only two conference games
left.
Head coach nm Nowak (above) has
never beaten Samford, with Eastern
losing 1-0 twice to Samford in Nowak's
first year at Eastern.
Here are three reasons why Friday's
game is important for Eastern to win.

1. Become the dominant team
again - Samford has had Eastern's
number since the 2004 CJ.JC title
game. Prior to that, the Panthers had
dominated the senes, winning all four
games. Since joining the conference in
2003, Samford has won the league title
every year. It's time for Eastern to regain
the dominance it had before Samford
entered the league.

2. The chance to host the
tournament - Last season Eastern
hosted despite being the No. 2 seed.
The league had a cutoff date for
whoever was in first place at the time
would host the tournament Now that
ESPN U doesn't control the conference
and where the tournament is hosted;
the Panthers have a chance to host it
the right way: by winning the conference.
Best-case scenario for Eastern is to
win both games this weekend and for
Samford to lose both of its games.

3. To Not become a fifth or
sixth seed - Eastern has already

JAY YAllEC I THE MILY EASTBI NEWS
Acting head coach Mark Hutson, pats junior running back Vincent Webb Jr. on the back after scoring a touchdown during Eastern's game at Eastern
Kentucky.

Racing to history
Eastern could set
school record for
consecutive OVC wins.
By M1tthew Stevens
Sports Reporter

As Eastern looks to gee ics recordsecting 13th straight conference
victory, the Panthers have spent
most of chis week dealing with
distracrions.
The Panthers understand they
will take the field against a
Murray State team chat is winless
in conference, has one of the

worst scadstical defenses in I-AA
football and chac a seventh straight
Homecoming win would sec up
a crucial game with TenncsseeMartin.
Add on the mounting injuries co
key players on both sides of the ball
and a near 28-poinr collapse lase
week, and the coaches have reason
co be concerned.
"I think we haven't played a
complete game to this point,"
Eastern acting head coach Mark
Hucson said.
Eastern wide receivers Ryan Voss
and Jermaine Mobley will suit up
and play after missing severe time.

Voss suited up last week ac
Eastern Kenrucky but did not
catch a pass, and Mobley was not
medically cleared for the 28-21 win
over the Colonds. On the ocher
side of the ball, Eastern might be
m~ing dcfcn~ivc end Pierre Walters,
linebacker
Lucious
Seymour,
defensive lineman Michael Torres
and safecy Seymour Loftman.
"(We are) going in with the
assumption they won't play. (We're)
expecting the worsr and hoping
for the best," Eastern defensive
coordinator Roe Bellanconi said.
Eastern tailback Vincent Webb
Jr. could make more history this

Sarurday, as the senior needs only
13 yards rushing co pass J.R. Taylor
for third all-rime in school history.
And if the Sc. Louis native can get
in the end zone one time, he will be
third in that record as welJ. Webb is
corning off a 121 yard performance
at EKU in only 14 carriers and is
the last plaver to break a run over 75
yards on che Racers defense taking
an 83-yarder for a touchdown.
Taking away the pair of 1-A
games. Eastern is allowing 238 yards
of cotal offense, which would rank
them sixth in the nation among IAA teams.

»

SEE HISTORY, PAGE 85

qualified for the tournament. The only
question remains as to what seed they
will receive. If the Panthers are the No.
1 or No. 2 seed, Eastern gets a bye
straight into the semifinals. Anything less
than finishing second and Eastern will
have to play a play-in game to reach the
semifinals.
-Matt Daniels

PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
SWIMMING

TODAY • YS. IUPUI I
5 p.m. Lantz Natatorium
VOLL.EYBAl..L

TODAY • n . SUlford
6 p. m. Lantz Arena

I

WOMEN'S SOCCER

TODAY • at Samford I 5 p.m.
at Birmingham, Ala.
FOOTBAl.l
Sat•rday • vs. MurraJ State
1:30 p.m. O'Brien Stadium

RUGBY

Sat..rday • n . lndillla

I

I

4:30 p.m. EIU Rugby Field
VOl.LEYBAlL

TODAY • n . Jacksonville State I 7 p.m.

Lantz Arena
MEN'S SOCCER

VOll.£YIWl

ports

COLUMNtST

All ACCESS

Sports reporter Matt Stena
Eastern aims to snap 1-ga. .
RugbJ fullback Ashley Jenkins
losing streak witll two OVC
hu a saggestioa for Miami
answers our questions
matches.
footltall
Page IZ
Page 14
Page 18

S1111daJ- at Wriglat State I 11 a.m.
at Dayton, Ohio

WOMEN'S SOCCER

S.1d1y • at J.acksonille State I 1 p.m.
at Jacksonville, Ala.
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WEEKEND PREVIEW

Tough road ahead for postseason spot
Winless Panthers see
8-game win streak as
possibility, necessity
to clinch berth
By Adam Larck
Staff Reporter

Last year, by chis time, Eastern
was looking forward to the Ohio

Valley Conference tournament.
This year, Eastern is wondering
if they can make it.

With no conference win, the
Panrhcrs arc in a hard spot for one
of the top six places that play in the
coumarncnc.
Even fucing this hard siruarion,
junior dcfcnsiVc specialist Lindsay
Walsh still sees the Panthers
as a prospective encry in the
cournamcnc.
"I think we can make it," Walsh
said. "We have eight games left. If
we win them all we'll have a chance.
We'll be 8-8 and I think that will put
us at the bottom of the cop six."
Samford head coach Michelle

Poteete Property Rentals
930 Lincoln Avenue
Charleston, IL. 61920
217- 345-5088

Durban, secs
the
Bulldogs'
tournament chances as being low.
"(The tournament chance is)
probably not very good," Durban
said. "We've lost two players from
our roster due to injuries."
The Bulldogs have lost senior
libero Callaway Logan
and
sophomore setter Jackie Jaszcz chis
season.
"One tore her ACL and one had
another shoulder surgery," she said.
Both will be out for the remainder
of the season, Durban said.
The Panthers have the last eight
games fucing teams from both ends
in the conference.
This,wcckcnd, the Panthers face
Samford and Jacksonville State.
The Bulldogs arc just above
Eastern in 11th place, while the
Gamecocks arc at che top of the
conference.
Panthers head coach Lori
Bennett secs no difference berwccn
the top team and the bottom ceam.
"I don't know if there's any
more potential for beating Samford
then there was beating Murray and

Martin," Benncrc said. "Everybody's
pretty good and on any given
day anything can happen in our
conference this year."
With six teams in the conference
having between three co six wins, no
team has truly been overpowering
except the Gamecocks.
Player for player, Bennett said,
no team is bener than the other.
"Jacksonville Scace has been the
most steady by far," she said. "I
think that will continue co be the
case. With anybody else, ir just
depends on who has a better day,
really."
Freshman outside hicccr Jessica
Whcclcr said the ceam has a good
chance of winning chis weekend.
"We have a lot of momentum
going in," Wheeler said. "We've had
a lot of progress in pracrice."
Bennett is hoping the home games
this weekend will hdp out for the lase
halfof the conference schedule.
"It would be great to pick up a
win and gee a linle momenrum going
into the last half of the conference
schedule: Bennett said.

EIU H o m e c o m i n g 2006

Q=u CQ> Ui1D ~cg CQ> Ui1D ocru ~ [}2)@J CJ® cct1 ®
Saturday, C>ct.ober 21
Make El U 's H o m e c o m i n g a

9:30 am

Samford
(6-16, 1-7)

Eastern
(5-141 0-S)

Time: Friday, 6 p.m.
Place: Lantz Arena
EIU's last game:
3-0 L at Murray State
Samford's last game:
3-0 L at Eastern Kentucky

••

Jacksonville St.

Eastern

(14-4, S-0)

(5· 14, O·S)

Time: Saturday, 7 p.m.
Place : Lantz Arena
JSU's last game:
3-0 Wat Morehead State

To the women of K
thanks for a great
Homecoming!

f u n t:ime f o r everyone b y...

PARTICIPATING:
E IU's Hom ecoming festivities and traditions are 111 years int.h e
making. Be part. o f that. proud tradition.
CELEBRATING:
Please celebrate respectfully, responsiblY. and safe ly along the
EIU Homecoming Parade rout.a.
ELINllNATING:
Don't even think about it.. E limin ate negative and abus ive behavior during the Homecoming Parade.
DENl<>NSTRATING:
Create a positive image o f E IU and Chariest.on through responsib le celebration.
RESPECTING:
Respect. the rights, welfare and safety o f a l l parade entries,
participants and spectators.
To r e p o r t . P a r a d e Incident.a o r c o n c e r n s ..•
During t h e Parade: Contact l ocal law enforcement (EIU Police Dept.
581 -3212 o r Charleston Police Dept. at 911)

Before o r a f t e r t h e Parade: Contact the EIU Student Life Office at
581-3829 or local law enforcement. (EIU Police Dept. 581 -3212 or
Charleston Police Dept. at 345-0060)
This message b r o u g h t t o you b y a campus and community partnership
promoting and ensuring the safety and welfare o f EIU Homecoming Parade
spectators and participants. The p a r t n e r s h i p Is comprised o f l ocal law
enforcement, EIU s t a f f and student.&, and Charleston community leaders.

'Io 'I Ile L.<l>E
'lfew 'Mem6ers:
We're so excitedfor
our first fiomecomine
witli you! Cheers!
, 'TheU
'lfew 'Meni6ers

:E<I>E
We wou{a (ike to

thank
Jen, Carrie,
Pau(, Xffiot, and
Zacfi
'For t~ardwork
On

C '06!
C XX'RS!
JU

to all of our
•

1es
for support during negotiations

special debt

\fie owe a
ofthanks
to the negotiating team:
john Allison, ChiefNegotiator
Jon Blitz
Carol jean Dudley
. Linda Reven
Grant Sterling
Julie Sterling

e
e

Build the Future
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MATT STEVENS I THROWING HEAT

Hurricane program should not exist
On June 12, 1995, Sports
Iliustraud shocked the sports world
by publishing an article written
by .Alexander Wolff with the title
"Why the University of Miami
should drop football."
The article opened with the
phrase, "Broken Beyond Repair."
The diagnosis was co dismantle
the football program in order co
salvage the school's reputation,
calling the football team "a cancer
is steadily devouring an
.chat
. . "
msntuoon.
After the ugly brawl tha r occurred
lase Saturday berween Miami and
Florida International, the debace
brought up more than a decade
ago, deserves at the very lease co be
reopened for consideration.
Ir's understood that with college

athletics, cercain ignorancstereocypes
are bound to come up mostly by
those in the world of academia and
the whining over funds and credit
normally goes something like chis:
Athletes are dumb jocks.
lc's not fair chis football player is
getting a scholarship over this 4.0
student.
Ir's not fair chis money is going
inco such a uivial department as
athletics when it could be used for
the business, biology or reaching
programs. You gee the idea.
Take all these opinions our of
the equation because they aren't
relevant here.
The recent behavior at Miami
stopped being funny years ago and
now it's combined with subpar
performance. le was the national

Mad Hatter's Tea
Saturday Open @ 11 :00
Bloody Marys
& Screwdrivers

Beer Garden

turned themselves into public
relations mangers for punks and
thugs. Thar's all they're successful
ac doing anymore. Instead of
winning games, these have been the
headlines in the past calendar year
for Miami.
Coker recruited and signed
linebacker Willie Williams. The instate prospect has a police record that
includes 11 arrests before stepping
on the Coral Gables campus. He
is allowing Williams to attend a
university of higher education
where they were those who didn't
believe (the stare of Florida COUrt
system) be should be allowed our in
public.
On New Years' Eve, Miami and
LSU players exchanged punches in
the tunnel as they left the field last
year after the Tigers' 40-3 Peach
Bowl victory, the Hurricanes' mostlopsided bowl loss.
l'm disgusted co chink whac the
police reports read in South Beach
when the Hurricanes got home the
nexrday.
On July 21, an unidentified man
fired gunshots to which Miami safety
Brandon Meriweather returned fire.
During the incident, Meriweather's
teammate, safery Willie Cooper,
was shot in the buttocks.
Coker watched his team stomp
on the Louisville logo lase month
before the game which caused a less

violent brawl then as well.
The university has delivered ics
slap on the wrist garbage penalty
(one game suspensions), the
conference has raised the pot (two
games) and now the NCAA and
president Myles Brand has to make
a stand and go all-in on what is now
the most notorious bunch in all of
college football. Banishment.
Take away the football program
at Miami, suip away all the previous
wins and championship banners
from the program.
Take a}"lay every one of the 85
scholarships on the football team
and make it so that if a school
wants co employ Shalala, Dee or
Coker, they will be facing several
penalties beforehand. In short, send
a message.
Look, I, like millions of other
fans, journalists and forward
thinkers believe Brand needs to show
the country that srudenc-athleces
cannot embrace the thuggery and
excessive violent behavior on or off
the playing field.
Like a criminal without
a conscious, the Hurricanes
administration, coaching staff and
players think they are above the
law.
The world of college football is
better off without Miami. Trust me,
we won't miss them if the "U" was
gone.
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Sports Reporter
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Eastern 31, Murray State 7

Eastern 34, Murray State 10

Eastern 42, Murray State 14

Eastern will come out with a point
to prove.
The Racers' inexperience is a big
reason why the Panthers should have
no problem.
The defense doesn't force as many
turnovers as it did in last year's 35-28
win, but Eastern will put on a show for
the Homecoming crowd.

The Panthers will finally put a
complete game together against a weak
and young Murray State defense.
Cole Stinson will get Ryan Voss
involved and the Panthers take off to
an early lead.
This time, however, they don't let the
opponents back into the game.

Murray State's defense is one of the
worst in the country.
Racer head coach Matt Griffin is
going to turn the program around.
But he's not going to wake up
Saturday morning with an epiphany on
how to cover Micah Rucker.

Matt Stevens is a junior journalism
major. He can be reached at
danville1999@yahoo.com.

showcase of athletic talent thac
smokescreened the continuing
problem that never got solved.
Make no mistake, if this incident
had nor occurred on a football
field, the 31 players involved and
suspended frqm both schools
would still be in jail. Miami's
Anthony Reddick used his helmet
as a weapon and had he connected
with somebody's skull, he would've
killed somebody. This was nor a
heat of the moment incident. This
was gang warfare.
This is more than a habitual
occurrence at Miami; this is a
program that is representlng its
nickname perfectly. The Hurricanes
are destroying themselves and
everyone around them.
The university president Donna
Shalala, athletic director Paul Dee
and head coach Larry Coker have

Sports Editor

The Rabbit Hole
Campus Liquor Pantry

Keystone Lt. 30 pk $13 99
Patron Silver pint $2459
Drive Thru OPEN
409 Buchanan Ave. (next to Millennium)

"the closest beer in town"
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MENtS SOCCER I NON-CONFERENCE ACTION

Break from Valley competition
Late non-conference game
fills in for Vanderbilt
By loe Waltasti
Staff Reporter

Wich rhe Missouri Valley Conference
tournament just around che corner, che
Panchers have co play a non-conference
game.
Eastern will travel ro Daycon, Ohio, co
face Wrighc Scace in a game chat is as much a
schedule-filler as it is competition. But there
a.re some things rhe Panrhcrs hope to gee out
of the trip.
"We have our own goals that we would
like ro accomplish," said head coach Adam
Howarth. "We would like co get co 10 wins as
quick as possible."
Vanderbilt dropped irs men's soccer
program entirely after last season so rhe
Missouri Valley Conference is down co jusr
seven teams. That leaves a hole in the schedule
rhat Howarrh needed to fill. Howarth plugged
that hole by scheduling road games against
Wright Sratc and Valparaiso. They are away
games because boch of rhose teams lase season
played Eastern ac Lakeside Fidd.
Bue Howanh is not worried about going
on the road for the teams' final three games.
"We've done fancastically well on the road
this year," Howarth said. "The guys seem to
like it."
The Panchers have played nine games away
From Charleston chis season, posting a 6-3
road record.
Scheduling games against Wright Scace

and Valparaiso chis larc in rhc season is scrangc
because the games fall during conference
play. Bue it was something Howanh had co
do because of rhc cwo-week gap between
chc Creighton game lasr Sacurday and rhc
Panthers' Ocr. 28 game in Des Moines, Iowa,
against Drake.
Just one conference game remains and it
gives che Panrhers just one shot co move up
from sixth in che conference standings and
cry to earn a higher seed in chc MVC Men's
Soccer Championship.
The conference tournament begins Nov. 1
and rhe winner will earn a spot in the NCAA
cournament.
Wirh the coumamenc upcoming, Howarth
Will be cautious with bis players at Wright
Scace.
"I might (rest some players). I will have co
see how things work the next couple of days,"
Howanh said. "I'll have co be smart with the
guys, especially with cards - you don't wane
someone getting their founh ydlow rhc lase
game of the season."
In the NCAA, when a player receives five
yellow cards he has co sir our of rhc next game
and the cotal accumulates through the season
and into rhe playoffs. Howarth said he is nor
too worried, because no player has more rhan
three yellow cards right now.
While Eastern has one conference game
remaining, ocher MVC schools have two left,
which could help the Panthers. Of particular
importance are Evansville and Drake.
Evansville, who rhe Panchers beat 3-1 on Occ.
8 at Lakeside Field, has two games remaining
and arc currently 1-3 in che conference, just
behind che 1-3-1 Panchers. The Purple Aces
have co play conference-leader Creighton

ERIC HILTNER I TIIE DAILY WTERN NEWS
Defer1der Phil Clemmer moves the ball up the field on Saturday's 1-0 win at Lakeside Field.
Eastern plays at Wright State on Sunday in Dayton, Ohio.

Saturday night in Omaha, Neb., and then
take on Western Kentucky Ocr. 27.
Drake has a game against second-place

Missouri Scace Sarurday and chen a game wich
rhc Panchers for che last game of rhe regular
season.
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"Jr seems to be us two in the cop
every year," Walter said. "It's a huge
game."
This is the first year that the
Bulldogs have been tied in the regular
season by any OVC ceam. Samford
tied Austin Peay 1-1 on Sepe. 24 and
Tennessee-Martin 0-0 lase Friday.
The BulJdogs firsr loss of the 2005
OVC regular season was co firsr year
program Eastern Kentucky.
Lase year's cwo losses was the most
by Samford in irs four seasons in the

ovc.
Samford has never beaten the
Panthers in Birmingham, Ala., and
Eascem is 5-0-1 in Birmingham.
"lc's .a rough environment ro
play in," Nov.oak said. "Ic's a proud
program roo. They have lighrs so it
will be a game ar night, I'm sure the
srands will be packed. They'll do their
best co create an atmosphere chat will
give them an advancage.
The Panthers and Samford meet
at 7 p.m. Friday at Bulldog Soccer
Field.
Former Easrern head coach Sccvc
ERIC HILTNER I THE DAILY WTERll llEWS
Ballard, who never lose to Samford Junior Kellie Floyd competes for the ball at Lakeside Field on Sunday's 0-0 tie. Floyd is the leading goal-scorer with
in four games he coached against che four goals on the season. The Panthers play Samford at 7 p.m Friday. in Birmingham, Ala.
Bulldogs, said che game will be high
chey arc the rc1grung conference
intensity, wirh a large crowd and a Walter said. "It's always exciting. come-from-behind win.
fut field.
There's a lot of people chere."
2005 was a different ending for champions," Nowak said.
Alchough the Bulldogs have had
The Panrhers practiced at night
ln 2003, che teams tied through che Panrhers.
For rhc previous fours years, much success, Samford is wichouc
under the lighrs at O'Brien Stadium chcovcrrimcpcriods,andchePanrhers
this week co prepare for their first won on penalty kicks in the OVC Easrem had won the Ohio Valley 2005
OVC
All-Tournament
night game of the season Friday.
Tournament Final. During the 2004 Conference Tournament. Lase year, sophomore
goalkeeper
Cayley
Winters, who has missed che last chrcc
In 2003, chc Bulldog Soccer fidd regular season, the Panchcrs won 1-0 chcy lost.
..It was really sad," Connell said. games because of an injury. ln her
averaged 544 people per game and on Walter's penalty kick.
it was 43rd in the nation for average
"To come away wich a win is "We had made it and won that place is red-shirt freshman goalkeeper
anendance.
always a good thing. no matter bow game for the pasr three years. It's Jenna Scurgill.
heartbreaking."
The Bulldo~ have never won on it's done," Walrer said.
"Jenna's done a good job of
their home field against Eastern but
The 2004 OVC Tournament Final
The 2006 season is bringing srepping up," Yelton said.
they are 4-0 at home rhis year.
was a come from behind vicrory for similar succ~ for the Panchcrs and
Wich Scurgill in Samford's goal
"It's rewarding," said Samford Eastern.
chc Bulldogs.
and Eascem's freshman goalkeeper
head coach Todd Yelton for Samford
The Panchcrs were losing wirh less
Boch teams are undcfcarcd in Jenny Williams in the back of che
co play at home. The Bulldogs play on than three tninuces ro go. Morgan conference, wirh Samford in first net, the playing fidd becomes more
the road for 16 regular season games Frericks and Sha.rync Connell each place and Eastern tied for scwnd equal.
and play only six home games.
scored in che final chrce minutes of with Souchcasc Missouri.
"Whoever gec.s , rhc more brW.S
"(Birmingham's) al\Vays louc;l,",.', "icgulation to give-che Panthers a 3-2
'."
..It's exciting to play diem because will probably win," Yelton-said.

However, chat's not the
numbers they value mosr.
"'We go into every game
wanting to win the turnover
battle," Bellantoni said. "The
yards and aU that don't mean
anything. Scoring defense
and rurnovcr ratio are the
cwo most important scats in
football."
Murray Scace comes
into Charleston not only
dead lase in the Ohio Valley
Conference in nearly every
defensive category, bur also
near rhc boctom nationally.
Racers
defensive
coordinator Rkh Nagy bas
five freshman starters, and
rhc Racers are giving up
more than 426 yards per
game.
uwe have our bands full
defensively, rhar's for sure,"
Gci.ffin said.
After three straight losses,
rhe Racers have gone back
co a rwo-quarccrback system
as Panther fans will see boch
freshman Zac Bernard and
junior Rync Salyer behind
center Saturday. 1n the 337 loss to Samford lase week,
che Racers opened che game
with Bernard but after four
curnovcrs and no poincs,
Salyer came in relief and
ended chc game 10 of 20
for 101 yards bur also cwo
interceptions.
"Zach
wasn't sharp,
chcrc's no doubt abouc
rhar," Griffin said. "When
you're not playing well, you
cry to do something co gee
a spark. We have to find a
way co get some continuity
offensively."
The Panthers have won
evecy B.omecollVng game
since 1999.
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Bears still at emotional high after comeback
LAKE FOREST - Hunter
Hillenmeyer checked his cell phone
che next morning and found 10 brief
messages, each of chem expressing
amazement at what the Chicago
Bears had done.
"I chink the half of America thac
had rumed the game off woke up
(Tuesday) wondering what had
happened," said Hillenmcycr, the
Bears linebacker.
What happened was chis:
Chicago trailed by 20 lace in the
third quarter, but pulled ouc a 2423 win ac Arizona on Monday.
In between, a defense chat had
been pushed around led one of
the mosc impressive comebacks in
recent memory. le began when Mark
Anderson sacked Macr Leinarc and
forced a fumble chat Mike Brown
ran 3 yards for a touchdown ac the
end of the third period.
The big plays kept coming.
Brian Urlacher ripped the ball

away from Edgerrin James and
Charles Tillman returned the fumble
40 yards for a score, moments after
Rex Grossman threw his fourth
interception. Devin Hester put che
Bears ahead with an 83·yard punt
rerurn, and Ariz.ona's Neil Rackers
missed a 41-yard field goal in che
final minute.
So che Bears left Arizona 6-0
for the fuse time in 20 years and
on an emotional high char had
chem buzzing cwo days later, even
though che offense went nowhere
and Brown bad co undergo surgery
after injuring his right foot in che
fourth quarter.
"In all my years, chat was probably
one of the wildest games I've played
in," said wide receiver Muhsin
Muhammad, in his 11 ch season.
Linebacker Brendan Ayanbadejo
was scill in shock: "I can't believe it
happened."
With a bye before San Francisco

[ , , _ UWBI ·a

visits, the Bears have time co reflect
on the comeback and fix what wenc
\YTOng.
And rhere was plenty, especially
on offense.
Grossman lost cwo fumbles co go
with chose four interceptions while
completing 14 of 37 passes for 148
yards.
Thomas Jones ran for 39 yards
against his former ceam, and Cedric
Benson carried once for 4 yards.
On the ground and in the air,
nothing worked against a lase-place
ceam.
The only movement by the
offense, it seemed, was back to the
sideline after three plays. It barely
resembled che group chat was
among che league's best through the
first five weeks.
Tackle Fred Miller looked at the
video and noticed breakdowns on
the offensive line. But Grossman
wasn't about co pass che blame.

lost& found

SPENCE'S
ON
JACKSON.
Create your own costume. Cool
Stuff!! Open Tue-Sat 1 ·S. 345·
1469 Now accepting Visa and
Mastercard.

Petaz, Inc., owner; of radio
stations WCBH-WCRA-WCRC
located in Effingham, Illinois,
is seeking a confident, upbeat.
energetic and qualified individual

-----~J0/20
COSTt:JME RENTAL for parties
and parades-plus wigs, hats,
makeup, beads, gags and gifts
for birthdays and bachelorettes!
GRAND BALL COSTUMES--609
Sixth Street. Charleston. 12·6 MF. · 0·2 Sat 34S-2617
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31

tor -the ~l!!O\I Q,L..R~~~
Duties rriciu&i tiJfare-1ie01rnrt~SUblessor ..ncm to rent 1
to: answering busy phone lines, bedroom in a 3 bedroom
greeting the public, compiling apartment Sp~ing 2007. $300/
sales
pr<.>sentations/packages, month. Preferably male. Contact
plus general office duties
Brian 910-964-9262
Computer experience is needed. _________ oo
This 1s a full-time positron,
M·f, with beneiits offered

•

help wanted

Now hiring ior part time positions
ideal for students. Work 25
hours per \\eek gaming valuable
communication,
cu.,1omer
service and sales experience.
Fun,professional environment.
fxcellent pay and bonus potential.
Call or come and apply today. @
700 W. Lincoln Ave. 639-1135.
Consolidated Market response 1s
a leading area employer of EIU
students.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/19
Two Immediate opening for
waitsaff@ Marianne's. Hours are
from 11-3. Apply at 615 Monroe
St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/30
Advertising
Repre5entative
Wanted: Fill out application O
Student Publications Office in
Buzzard

Interested
md1v1duals
may
send a resume to: Mary Ph1ll1ps
WCBH!WCRMVCRC 405 S.
Banker :201 Effingham, Illinois
62401 OR email to: mphihps@'
cromwellrad10.compar
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10!20
GUITARINSTRUCTORWANTED
Apply in person. Sound Source
M1.1~1c. 1609 Broadway Mattoon.
-~--10no

!BARTENDING' Up to $250/
day, no experience necessary.
Training available S00.965-6520
ext 239
~------~11~0

lost& found
Lost. Movie related VHS tape.
To retrieve tape go to Old Main
Room2010.
lost: One Gold Earing. Go to
2010 in Old Main to retrieve this
item.
lost: Pair of Black Reading
glasses. Go to Records Office in
Old Main Rm. 1220.

$.30 per word for the first day
$. 10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

......,.................
........ .
..........

~

LosVStolen: Ocean Blue> Miy.ita.
12 speed Bike, serial 14m295204.
Reward, 345-3144

sub/essors

[I

for sale

2004 Kawasaki Eliminator 125cc
rnotorcycle.1,800 miles,6Smpg.
Excellent cond1t1on $2,200 OBO
MUST SELL Great for getting
around on campus Phone 618562-3344
~-------10125

f•'

torrent

Sign-up early across from campus.
Cht'Ck them out ww\\ eruapts.
com 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/19
NOW AVAILABLE! Small 2
Bedroom. Garbage, water, and
parking included. $·100/mo. No
Pets. Broker owned 345-1281 or
549-5985
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10!24
DON'T WAIT!

LOOt.: NOW
FOR FALL 2007. NICE HOMES
AND APARTMENTS WITH W/D.
LITTEKEN RENTALS. 345-9267
- - - - - _ _10124
Fall 2007-2008. 1, 2, 3 and 5
bedroom houses for rent. Close
to Campus. For more information
call Tom O (708) 772-3711 or
Don 0 (217) 34S-3711
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1on4
For Rent: 4 bedroom house, 4
students. 1811 11th St. Available
Fall '07 (217) 821-1970
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1on6
AVAILABLE
SPRING
2007
Duplex For Rent! 321 8th SL
1 Bedroom, $325/month. Call
708-774-0451
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1on6
For Rent 07-08 1st house across
from Lantz Gym on 2nd street.
1532 - 6br 2 1/ 2 Bath. 2 Kitchen.
W/D. Deep Freezer. 10 month
lease. Rent negotiable. 7 students.
1217I 345-6868

f•'

He began che game by
overthrowing Bernard Berrian on
a deep pass chac should have been
a touchdown, and was out of sync
all njghc. The bad pass co Berrian
didn'c concern Grossman too much;
he figures he would complete chat
pass "nine out of 10 times."
Poor footwork and poorer
decisions bothered him.
"I just need co keep my fcec on the
ground and use my fundamen cals
chat goc me here," said Grossman,
fifth in che NFL with 1,391 yards
passing. "You sWt hopping in there
and your feet arc all messed up....
It's just a bad habit and I've got a
bye week to fix it."
Bue co Miller, che problems
extended
beyond
Grossman's
footwork and decisions. He saw
so many breakdowns by che line
chat he seemed to forget che Bears
actually won.
"You hate co say chac you don't

torrent

SURPRISE vacancy for 1 person.
1 block to campus.
Quiet
building. Available now or 2nd
semester. $350 plus elec. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,

.Reallor

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31
Wanted: one furnished bedroom
in a residence for a year. call 34S5456.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1113
Immediate Availability: 2 and 1
bedroom duplex. W/D Newly
remodeled. water and trash
included $550 & $325/month.
Call 348-7733 or 512-0334
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/08
PANTHER PADS is renung
exceptionally nice houses ior
the 2007-2008 school year
Houses range in size from 61 O bedrooms are very well·
mamtamed, and only 1 block
irom Lantz. Please check us out
.it v.ww p.1ntherpads.com or c.111
345-3148 ior details.par 11/17
OLD TOWNE APARTMEl\,'TS
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TOCAMPuS.4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE
FROM
____
_ _345-6533
_ _ _ 00
Park Place Apartments: l unit
available immediately call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479

_________

()()

AVAIL IMMEO large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 34S-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com

_________ 00

New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across lrom
Lantz. Fully
Fumishcd.CallTodayforLowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
34S-3353.
_,,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.

_________ oo

6 bedroom house close to campus,
3 bathrooms. 2 living rooms,
Large Kitchen Stove, refrigerator,
washer and dryer. Available for
Jhe 06·07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or
2l7-345-:S088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

f•'

get energized off a loss," he said. "It
seems like we should have lost chat
game the way we played. We know
what we did wrong."
He'll gee no argument from
Arizona coach Dennis Green, who
yelled and pounded the podium in
his post-game news conference and
fued his offensive coordinator the
next day.
But the Bears also showed plenty
by p ulling our a win despite being
outplayed most of the game.
Besides stripping James, Urlacher
seemed to be in on every stop as the
Bears cut into the lead.
The reigning Defensive Player
of the Yeat was credited with 19
tackles on the stat sheet and broke
up cwo passes, a performance chat
left his teammates in awe.
"The last four or five minutes of
the game, he was the best I've ever
seen," cornerback Nathan Vasher
said.

torrent

5 bedroom house on 6th Street 2
bath, Large bedrooms completely
remodeled new carpet, stove,
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch
and dining room. Available for
tlie 06-07 school year for more
info W\V\v.potecterentals.com or
217·345·5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1430 112 9Tll ST. VERY
AFFORDABLE.
4
BDRM
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 112
BATHS. Off STREE:T PARKING.
NO PE:TS. 348-8305
00
NOW LEASING FOR SPRING
TERM 2007.
DELUXE 4
BR. HOUSE ADJACENT TO
UNIVERSITY Af 1426 7th
STREET. 348-8406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FOR
2007-2008
SCHOOL
YEAR. VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, AND 8 Bl DROOM
HOUSES, TOWNt IOUSES AND
APARTMEN'TS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME.
COM OR CALL US AT (217)4937559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available Now 4-5 bedroom
house, large rooms, 3 decks,
refrigerator, stOVl', washer/ dryer.
348·9339
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Avarlablejanuary07, 2 bedroom,
1 bathroom apartment. Close to
campus. $460 total 512-9S28
00
AVAILABLE FOR JANUARY!
House and apartment both
close to campus rent and lease
negotiable. 345·6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LADIES GREAT HOUSE FOR6AT
1521 1ST STREET. 1O·MONTH
LEASE.
GREAT QUALITY,
LOCATION, AND PRICE. 3455048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LADIES CUTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
AT 1521 lST STREET. VERY
ECONOMICAL.
1O·MONTH
LEASE. 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL 2007 5,4,3,2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 3-18 5032

f• '

torrent

Now leasing for Fall 07'. Wide
selection of 2,3 and 4 bd
houses and apartments v.ww.
jbapartments.com 345-6100
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Spring 07' 1 bd house,1609 11th
St. $300.00 4 bd apt, 1120 Edgar
Dr. www.jbapartments.com 34S6100
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Sign lease
in November for 07·08' school
year. 10% discount on 1st months
rent.345-35'>4
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1 bedroom apartments fro August
07-08'.PP& W PROPERTIES,
2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS·
1 BLOCK AND l lfl BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH STREET. 1 OR 2 PERSON
LEASES. CENTRAL HEAT.NC
AND LAUNDRY FACILITIES.
WATER, TRASH
SERVICES
AND Off STREET PARKING
INCLUDED.Perfect for serious
or
couples.348students
8249,\V\\W.ppwrentals.com

_________ oo

Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.
348-8249 1110 6th Street Housel 112 blocks North of Old Main.
Completely remodeled in 2005. 6
bedroom house, 2 baths. washer,
dryer. Trash service included.

_________ oo

Fall 2007 PP&W Properties,
Inc. 348·8249 1142 6th Streel
House- 1 block North of Old
Main. 6 bedroom house, trash
service included. Washer, dl')er,
2 refrigerators.
------~--00
Fall 2007 PP&W Properties. Inc.
348·8249 1310 4th Street Houo;e1 block northwest of Old Main.
Completely remodeled in 2006. 5
bedroom house, 2 baths, \\a~tier
& dryer. Trash service included

_________

()()

Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc
348-8249 1103 6th Street Housel 3/4 blocks north of Old Main.
2 story 3 bedroom apartment,
washer & dryer. Trash service
i~lueleP,

...,....,--~....,..-----()()
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Football stadium threat a hoax, FBI says
Web site said radiological
bombs would be sen t to
NFL arenas on Sunday
The Assooaled Press

MILWAUKEE
lncemec
du-eacs of "dircy bomb" actacks at
r-..'FL scadiums this weekend were a
hoax, the FBI and Department of
Homeland Securicy said Thursday.
The FBI made announced ic afcer
agencs quescioned a Milwaukee man
in an effort co determine who made
che threacs, which were posted on
che web lase week.
"The
investigation
has
determined that this is a hoax. The
public should be reassured of their
securicy as they continue co attend
sporting evencs chis weekend," said
chc agencies' joint scacemenr.
The FBI did nor irnmediacely

say whether charges will be filed
againsc che man they questioned.
Milwaukee police concacred che rBI
about the man Wednesday night.
"From che information we have,
we believe he was involved co some
extent, but we don't know at what
level," said FBI agent Douglas E.
Porrini. He added: "Thac person
was released, bur we're noc saying
chac he won't be charged."
The chreat, daced Oct. 12,
appeared on a Web site, The Friend
Sociecy, that links co various online
forums and off-color cartoons.
Its author, idencilied in the
message as "javne.ss," said cruch
would deliver radiological bombs
Sundav co stadiums in New York,
Miami, Atlanca, Seattle, Houston,
Cleveland and Oakland, Calif., and
chat Osama bin Laden would claim
responsibility.
lhe
Homeland
Securicy

Department alerted authorities
Wednesday in the cities mentioned,
as well as the NFL and the National
Collegiace Athletic Association. Bue
the FBI and Homdand Security said
there was no inrelligence indicating
such an attack might b<: imminent.
"I don'c think it was put out there
to be real," said FBI agent Linda
Krieg in Milwaukee. "Whoever put
it out there is not in a position co
actually carry through on it. le was
not a credible threat."
The man questioned did not
appear co have any ties co terrorist
groups. according co an 1=B1 official
in Washington who spoke on
condition of anonymity because the
investigation was still going on.
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello
said stadiums are well proteeted
through "comprehensive securicy
procedures" that include bag
searches and pat-downs.
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ASHLEY JENKINS
Rugby fullbackAshley Jenkins
is from England.
While she doesn,c have a
British accent or a driver's
license, she did play rugby for
four years in England.
She has moved five times m
her life, including a move co
England right before she began
high school.
The freshman spoke with
Sports Editor Matt Daniels on
Tuesdayaboucwhac fish and chips
are, her expectations of Easterns
campus and why she watched
Disney's "Hercules,, eight times
in a row this swnmer.
Wllat was roar life like 9rowi119 •p ••d
wllere all did JO• lift as 1 cllild?
Well co make things easy, my parents
were in the Air Force. They met in Turkey,
had my brother. Good for them. Moved to
Alaska. Had me. Yay!
Then we moved to Arizona two years
later. I don't remember anything of Alaska.
My little sister was born. My parents got
out of the Air Force and my dad got into
computers with EDS.
Gor a desk job. And moved ro
Montgomery, Ala. Lived there for four years.
I went to demcncary school.
We moved to Birmingham, Ala., for a
year.
That was fun.
I wcm to a private school. Then we moved
co Alabaster, Ala., and lived there for four or
five years.
And then, right when I was about to
go into high school we decided co move to
England.
I wanted co go because I'd never rcalJy
had any friends so I didn't have anything co
lose. I was a bit of a tomboy.
I didn't really fit in. We moved to England
and a little town called Lytharn.
My sister and I got interested in field
hockey. Started playing there. I got interested
in boys.
Had nothing to talk co chem about so I
had to get interested in rugby to talk to them
about something.
Then I got into rugby and the boys kind
of disappeared.
And then I moved back to America.

This is JO•r first se•ester at Euter•.
How has your adjustment to EIU been?
There's no public cransporration, which
I'd kind of gotten used co.
Taking the bus anywhere you want to
docs have its advantages. It's still a little town
which I'm kind of used ro.
And by now, since I've moved every four
or five years, I'm used to being in new places
and not knowing anybody.
lc's not rcaJJy that difficult in that way.
Bue it's weird not being able to get around
and since I don't have my license, I don't
rcalJy have a car and I sit in my dorm room
and read.

Wllat's tile reaso• JO• llne llOt gottu 1
driwer's lkeue ,.t?
Well, in England, people do drive on the
other side of the road and have roundabouts

EllC _ , . . I TIIE DAILY USTEll . . .
Ashley Jenkins, a freshman fullback, is the last line of defense and doing a good job at it thus far. The Panthers have outscored opponentS
400-10 this season and had multiple games cancelled. "It does kind of suck that apparently people don't really want to play us that
much."

and all these other crazy road rules.
I didn't really want to learn how to drive
there because I knew I was going to come
back to America someday.
While we were in America during the
summers, because we ~ come black for
rdatfVe sruK, I got my permit when I turned
16 and practiced driving.
I was a fun driver. The car I learned in was
some weird Ford RV. It was a smaller RV but
it was still a big RV.
The whcd would start jiggling after it
reached 40 mph.
I never rcalJy do the soft pedal rcalJy
well.

Were JOU appreHuiYe at all co•i.. to
Eaten wftllout ewer seei.. die eu1pu?
I didn't know what co expect so I didn't
have any high expectations.
I also didn't have any low expectations. I
didn't have any expectations. But they had
Division I rugby so I knew they at least had
to be a good school.
And they had to spend some money in
the right places.
And I got the welcome package.
This big booklet so I knew they had
thcauc classes and all the majors to expect so
I was expecting a big campus.
It did surprise me how small it was buc in
a good way bccaU.sc, since I don't have a car,
it's a lot easier to walk aiouod.

Tiie tea• ns llad 1 co.pie of 91•es
cuceled tllis Huo•. Wllat's that like?
It docs kind ofsuck that apparently people
don't really want to play us that much.
It's aggravating because we don't get to
that much.
Bue it's also like if they're not going co
cake the time co come play us properly, we
don't want to play them.
I played on a dub team in England as
well so we were kind of used co not getting
a full roster and not getting a full march of
games.
I kind of like having chc weeks off so I
can practice a bit more because going from
game-co-game once a week is really cough co
do.
You learn something on Tuesday and you
have to perform it on Saturday.
My mind, it goes around in circles.
So when I learn something I have to learn
it from every single angle before 1 could do
it right.

WW are so. . of JO•r fnorite llowies

ut1n11

Oh my gosh. Bad question. I love movies.
You name a movie I love it.
I like war movies. I have seen lots of chem.
l 4icln'r like ·we Were Soldiers• because I
have a fear of being burnt and feeling it.
It's weird.
It's the only thing I'm afraid. But I loved
"Saving Private Ryan." I like "Blackhawk
Down" because Orlando Bloom got bun in
the first five minutes of the movie.
I mean, yeah, he's a good actor and all,
but he gets really annoying sometimes. I love
Disney movies. Hercules.
My sister and I watched it eight times in a
row last summer. And we know all the lines
and all the son~.
It's brilliant. It's wonderful. It's such a
good movie to watch and just let your brain
just go wherever it wants.
It's got funny characters. Phil is amazing.
And Pegasus is so adorable. Who wouldn't
want a flying horse?
And Hercules is lovable but still stupid
enough to not be perfect. Which I like, and
since my brother always calls me stupid, I
can be like Hercules. Not.
And plus there's Meg. the obviously
beautiful girl. It's a fairy-talc. And I love
mythology. I've been addicted to it since 5th
grade.

Howwoald roadescrilteroarpenoulitJ?
ftat would JOar fa•ilJ SIJ lbotlt JOU?
I'll do anything once, some things rwicc.
My dad calls me quirky.
My brother just calls me weird.
My friends calJ me outgoing but some of
them just chink I'm doing chis for attention
and I'm really vain.
I have a lot of mirrors. That doesn't mean
I'm vain.
I like co know I look dccem sometimes.
If! have a zit on my face I'm not going to go
around, going 'Oh my god, look ac me, look
at me.' I'm going co go, 'Please don't look at
this side of my face.'
I'm not vain. I'm wearing jeans that I've
been wearing for weeks so obviously I don't
care that much.
I cry co do (my laundry) every two weeks
but sometimes it just piles up.
I guess I'd call myself weird but I'm
acrually quite normal.
Everybody's kind of abnormally normal.
Our abnormalities make us normal.
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The ever-evolving Eastern
Campus changes through the eyes of alumni
By Holly Thomas
Verge Editor

Eyes from the ’70s
She drops the quarter in
the slot and pulls the knob
toward her body until it can
go no more. She pauses,
and when anyone least
expects it she lets it go as
if her hand was scorched
by the knob. The ball
catapults out of the walls
that hold it. Up, down,
left, right, she hits the
buttons on the side as fast
as she can to keep control
of the ball and to collect
the most points.
Jo Pauly, Eastern
alumna, remembers quite
clearly her pinball days at
Eastern.
Pauly attended Eastern
from 1974 to 1978, earning
a bachelor’s in education.
She now resides in Urbana
working as a research
assistant at the University of
Illinois.

“The hangout was Ikes and the
game was pinball,” she says.
With alumni coming back for
Homecoming, they’ll be noticing
that changes have been made to the
campus and to the town since they
studied here.
She said the campus has spread
out further to the south and east
with new buildings and more
parking lots.
Pauly comes back to the area
regularly to hike at Fox Ridge just as
she did in the ‘70s.
“Fox Ridge is beautiful and
peaceful,” she says. “That’s something
that hasn’t changed.”
Other than hiking, Pauly
remembered how fun socializing at
Eastern was in her day.
“There wasn’t a whole lot to do.
Going to the bars was the main
weekend, and for some—the nightly,
thing to do,” she said.
Pauly’s weekend lineup went like
this: Ikes for pinball, Marty’s for
a sandwich, Ted’s Warehouse for
dancing and Roc’s for playing pool.
At the time Pauly attended
Eastern, students only had to be 18
years old to get into

the bars and to drink legally.
“College sure would’ve been
diﬀerent if the drinking age had been
21,” she said.
“My social life and the whole
experience would have been
completely diﬀerent because that’s
where you met practically everyone,”
she said.
Pauly said drinking at the bars
was diﬀerent back then though
because it wasn’t that big of a deal.
“We weren’t at the bars getting
drunk every time. People mainly
hung out there, played games and
had a few drinks,” she said.
The union was another hang out
for Pauly.
She said she used to eat, study
and “just hang with friends” there.
The union was made up of
only the east building then, but
the downstairs (now known as 7th
Street Underground and the Cyber
Lounge) always had a variety of
students hanging out.
“It was such a great time to be in
college,” she said.

Eyes from the
’80s
Donna Chiariello,
Eastern alumna now
living in Darien,
remembered another
time, a time where big
hair, blue eye shadow
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Alumni win awards
By Sarah Whitney
News Editor

A black gerbil, a green
lizard and an eastern-chain
king snake each live in one
of the 10 aquariums Linda
Kirby has set up around her
classroom at Charleston High
School.
Kirby came to Eastern in
the early 1970s as a freshman
never dreaming she’d become
part of the community.
Now, more than 30 years
later, Kirby teaches science
at the high school and is an
adjunct professor at East-

ern in the special education
department.
“I’m doing exactly what
I want to do,” she said. “I
think that’s the great value.
You don’t ever want to stop
learning.”
This Homecoming, the
Alumni Association will
recognize Kirby with the Distinguished Educator Award.
She is one of nine
graduates who will ride in
the Homecoming Parade and
then have a dinner hosted in
their honor on Saturday.
Steve Rich, director of the
Alumni Association, said the

association presents the winners of alumni awards during
Homecoming on purpose.
“That’s such an opportune
time and we certainly want
to do it while the current
students are here,” he said.
“It’s a wonderful weekend
to showcase them and their
successes.”

Distinguished Alumnus
Award
The Distinguished Alumnus Award is one of the most
prestigious awards.

»
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Hencken talks homecoming
By Nora Maberry
Dennews.com Editor in Chief

Eastern President Lou
Hencken has been involved
with homecoming for over
40 years.
He attended homecoming as a student, a resident
advisor, a vice president for

Student Aﬀairs, a director
of housing and as a university president.
He has seen ﬂoats catch
ﬁre, parade watchers pick
ﬁghts with marching bands
and parades that have been
rained out.
Despite having seen all
that, Hencken still looks

forward to the traditional
homecoming events.
“I really enjoy seeing
the alums come back, the
coronation, the parade,”
Hencken said. In the mid
1970s, Hencken was adviser to the parade.

»
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LOU HENCKEN | EASTERN PRESIDENT
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The adviser works with all the
groups who participate in the parade and organizes the students.
“We would get up at three in
the morning to paint the streets,”
Hencken said. “We used to line the
parade down Lincoln.”
He said the parade is no longer
directed down Lincoln Avenue
because of safety concerns.
He also remembers when the
parade had more residence halls
participating than it does now.
“Thomas Hall spent a lot of
money building a ﬂoat,” Hencken
said. “This ﬂoat was amazing, but
they had a ﬂat tire a 150 yards
before the judging station.”
He said the rules stated that
ﬂoats had to go by the judging
station, and “it was quite a
controversy.”
“The rules were clear, you
had to go by the judging stand,”
Hencken said. “After that, the
judges started judging the ﬂoats
the night before.”
In his 40 years of involvement
with the parade, broken down
ﬂoats aren’t the only things
Hencken had to deal with.
Weather sometimes ruined the
homecoming festivities.
“We had, one time at the
parade, it rained so much that
the bands didn’t even get oﬀ the
bus,” he said. “They drove along
the parade route because the rain
would have ruined their uniforms.”

“I worry about the alums coming back who maybe didn’t leave
the university in the best standing and maybe start drinking
and I’m not trying to be a prude, but maybe will start drinking
at six in the morning and drink a little too much. I worry
about the weather, I want to have good weather, but I worry
anyway, I think my worrying makes me proactive.”

In the 1970s a ﬂoat caught on
ﬁre.
It caught on ﬁre because
students didn’t have to use
ﬁreproof pomps, said Hencken.
After the ﬁre, students had
to use ﬁreproof pomps, which
cost three times as much as the
regular pomps.
This and other social factors
are why Hencken thinks fewer
students build ﬂoats.
“Fraternities started pairing up
with sororities,” he said.
He also believes that
homecoming gave people a way
to interact with other people that
they didn’t have, instead of the
Internet or movies, people got
together and built ﬂoats.
As students found diﬀerent
ways to be social, fewer and fewer
participated in the parade.
This meant fewer ﬂoats in the
parade.
Another reason the parade is
smaller than it was 30 years
ago is fewer high school
bands that participate in the
parade.

“You did not used to have
marching band festivals,” said
Hencken.
Hencken believes this, as
well as an incident at a past
homecoming parade involving
a high school band and parade
go-ers are the main reason fewer
high school marching bands
participate in the event than 30
years ago.
Hencken said in addition
to student participation other
changes have been implemented
to change the homecoming
parade.
More police have been added
along the parade route, as have
orange safety fences, to keep people
from walking out into the middle
of the marching bands or in front
of cars.
“I was vice president for student
aﬀairs when we had that incident
with the band and I feel bad, I
think maybe the orange fences
could have prevented a few things,”
said Hencken. Despite all the
precautions, Hencken still worries.
“I worry about the alums

Lou Hencken
Eastern
President

coming back who maybe didn’t
leave the university in the best
standing and maybe start drinking
and I’m not trying to be a prude,
but maybe will start drinking at six
in the morning and drink a little
too much,” Hencken said. “I worry
about the weather, I want to have
good weather, but I worry anyway,
I think my worrying makes me
proactive. I try to think, okay what
can we do here to prevent this.”
Despite the worrying, Hencken
says that homecoming is still an
enjoyable time for him.
“When I became vice president
I really began to attend the alumni
receptions for outstanding alums.
When you see what ordinary
students did from the university
did and how successful they
become, it is the night I really do
like,” said Hencken. “Every year,
you think this is amazing.”
Hencken also enjoys the 50year anniversary reunion, the
homecoming king and queen
coronation and riding in the
parade.
This year he is riding in

a convertible, because his
grandchildren requested it over a
ﬁre truck.
Hencken said his
grandchildren enjoy throwing
handfuls of candy into the
crowd.
“I think I could buy 50 bags
of candy, but by the time we get
to the square, we’re out and you
feel bad on the way back, you
have to make apologies,” said
Hencken.
Hencken’s favorite part of the
parade is seeing the crowds that
come out to support the university.
“It’s neat not only to see the
university students, but the
townspeople and alums,” said
Hencken.
Next year at this time, Hencken
will not be president of Eastern,
however, he said that will not
stop him from participating in
homecoming.
“I’ll be back, I’m not going
away. I might be along the route,
with my granddaughters saying,
‘Lets catch the candy,” he said. “It
will be diﬀerent, I don’t think it
will be more enjoyable one way or
another, but it will be diﬀerent.”
Despite not being president,
Hencken’s worries about
homecoming are not going away
any time soon.
“Next year if I see an ambulance
go by, your natural reaction might
be oh well I don’t have to worry
about that anymore, but it won’t
be, because I will still know the
students and still worry about
them,” Hencken said.
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How Homecoming comes together
By Michael Peterson
Senior Verge Reporter

With the homecoming theme of “TV
Land” this year, the Greek organizations and
recognized student organizations have had
no problem getting into the school spirit.
With a plethora of classic television shows
to choose from, most organizations have had
a lot of fun making Homecoming T-shirts
and designing ﬂoats for the parade.
Some people, though, may be curious
how the Homecoming themes are chosen
each year.
The Homecoming Committee was
formed in the spring of last year, said
Brian Allen, Homecoming chair elect for
University Board.
“We have a weekend retreat where we get
together to get to know one another,” Allen
said. “We had probably about nine or 10
diﬀerent (Homecoming) theme ideas.
The committee then voted on ideas they
thought would be easy and interested to
become involved with.
Other ideas that were discussed were
disco, musicals, Disneyland and Toy Land,
but, in the end, they decided that a “TV
Land” theme would be the most interesting
and creative.
Allen said that he has heard positive
responses to the Homecoming theme thus
far.
“The fraternities, sororities and the
RSOs have been really excited about this
year’s theme,” Allen said. “They are really
getting into it. The organization can pick
any television show, game show, cartoon or
whatever from 1989 on back.”

However, when it comes to choosing a
television show that an organization gets to
use, it can get pretty competitive.
Kelly O’Malley, the president of the
Alpha Phi sorority, explained that the process
is “ﬁrst come, ﬁrst serve.”
“Some chapters or organizations can
get competitive when choosing their own
theme,” O’Malley said. “I know our girls
went a little earlier than they needed to so
they could get the theme they wanted. I
think it depends on how serious you take it
or how much you want the show.”
O’Malley said that her sorority ended
up picking “The Wonder Years” for their
television show. They are even going to make
sweatshirts that have “I get by with a little
help from our friends” printed on the back.
Choosing a television
show to represent is
not the only other form
of competition during
Homecoming Week.
There are numerous events
and competitions that the
organizations can attend or
compete in order to accumulate
points.
Groups want to get as many points as
possible so they can be ﬁrst in their division.
The three divisions are RSOs, Greeks and
Residence Halls.
At the end of the week, the winners in
each of the three divisions will be announced
at the football game.
Michelle Brueggeman, a member of the
service sorority Epsilon Sigma Alpha, said
that her sorority is considered an RSO, so
they compete in that division.

Epsilon Sigma Alpha has come in ﬁrst
chances to win because she said her service
place in the RSO division for 10 straight
sorority has done a great job incorporating
years, and they plan on keeping their
the “TV Land” theme.
winning streak alive by going with “Happy
She said it was easy to design their ﬂoat
Days” as their theme.
and come up with a fun “Yell Like Hell”
“We are really competitive with the Black routine since her sorority enjoyed this year’s
Student Union and Alpha Phi Omega,”
theme so much.
Brueggeman said. “The two of them have
“I was really excited about the
even teamed up against us this year. We’ve
homecoming theme this year and I know
been really close in points with each one of
of a lot of other girls in our sorority that we
them for the past few years. I couldn’t even
also really excited,” Brueggeman said. “It’s a
imagine what it would be like to be in the
great theme because not a lot of people our
Greek competition.”
age look back at older shows and there is so
Other than having the obvious bragging
much that we can do with it … I’m really
rights, Brueggeman explained that there
excited to see what they will come up with
are other reasons why it is good for an
for next year.”
organization to win ﬁrst
place in
their division.
“It actually helps
a lot to get your
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Tune in to these events
Friday

Saturday

Rotary Pancake
Breakfast
6:30 a.m.
Domino’s Parking Lot

Swim Meet
5 p.m.
Lantz Natatorium

2.5K Race
9 a.m.
Old Main

Volleyball Match
6 p.m.
Lantz Arena

Parade
9:30 a.m.
7th Street

Pep Rally
9 p.m.
Lantz Arena

Kick-oﬀ
11:30 a.m.
O’Brien Stadium

GRAPHIC BY ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Top Five:
TV Land shows that
gave celebrities their
starts

1. “Welcome Back, Kotter” – John Travolta. Vinnie Barbarino was not his first major role, but it could be
his funniest.
2. “The Dick Van Dyke Show” – Mary Tyler Moore. Moore was raking in the laughs as Laura Petrie
before starring in her own series.
3. “Fresh Prince of Bel-Air”- Will Smith. His breakout role as William “Will” Smith paved the way for his
starring role in “Independence Day.”
4. “The Andy Griffith Show” – Ron Howard. Opie Taylor was warming hearts in TV Land before winning
over critics on the big screen.
5.

“Growing Pains” – Leonardo DiCaprio. Catch him if you can on season seven as Luke Brower.

TV stars grace Homecoming
Dennis Haskins from ‘Saved by the Bell’ and Jerry Van Dyke from
‘Coach,’ ‘The Judy Garland Show’ will be making appearances
By Beth Hackett
Verge Reporter

The theme for this year’s
Homecoming is “TV Land” classic
shows, and it is only appropriate
that this theme be incorporated
into the events and games that
University Board has prepared.
While some students choose to
host parties or watch the parade,
UB will provide students with
Homecoming events.
On Friday, the Pep Rally will
take place at 9 p.m in Lantz Arena,
and the Master of Ceremonies will
be Dennis Haskins from “Saved
By the Bell”.
Haskins’ duties include
announcing and introducing

everyone, said Carly Evans,
the board’s public relations
representative.
“The rally will include
performances by the Pink Panthers,
cheer team and the EIU Pep
Band, as well as a sumo-wrestling
competition,” said Jessica
Henson, UB Homecoming
chair.
Saturday will start with a Rotary
Club-sponsored pancake breakfast.
The traditional breakfast starts
at 6:30 a.m. in the Domino’s Pizza
parking lot.
All are welcome to attend and
the cost is $5 for adults and $3 for
children.
Following breakfast will be a
2.5K race, which kicks oﬀ at 9 a.m.

near Old Main.
Anyone may race and can sign
up until that morning.
The price is $7.
Participants can walk, run or
ride in a wheelchair.
The annual Eastern
Homecoming parade will begin
commence at 9 a.m.
The Grand Marshall of this
year’s parade will be Jerry Van
Dyke, known for his roles in “The
Judy Garland Show” and “Coach.”
Van Dyke, who once attended
Eastern, will be receiving an award,
Evans said.
At 1:30 p.m. Eastern’s football
team will take on Murray State at
O’Brien Stadium.
The cost is $13 for adults, $11

TV stars appearance times
Dennis Haskins will appear at a
pep rally at 9 p.m. Friday in Lantz
Arena.

Jerry Van
Dyke

Homecoming
Parade Grand
Marshall

Dennis
Haskins

Pep Rally Emcee

for seniors and $9 for students
aged four through high school.
Eastern students get into the
game free with a valid Panther
Card.

Jerry Van Dyke will lead the
Homecoming Parade as grand
marshall at 9 a.m. Saturday.

More information on
Homecoming, is available at
Eastern’s Web site at http://www
.eiu.edu.
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Campus gets going for Homecoming
Organizations use yearly
event as a chance to promote
themselves and have fun

Turn around
@ the Courthouse

By Stacy Smith
Verge Reporter

Everyone in Charleston is invited to come
and see the ﬂoats, celebrities, competitions
and parade put on during Homecoming
week.
Although recognized student
organizations and residence halls participate
in the events, Greek life is the main
competitor.
There are nine Greek organizations, nine
RSOs and four residence halls competing in
Homecoming.
Fraternities formally invite sororities
to team up for the school-spirited week
by wooing them in the fall with romantic
gestures.
Fraternities and sororities are highly
encouraged, but not forced, to participate in
Homecoming week.
“All frats and sororities, and almost all
RSOs, take part in Homecoming in one way
or another,” said Drew Huﬀman, president
of Delta Sigma Phi. “Involvement is a way to
be visible and help promote organizations.”
Many participants team up with
organizations or residence halls of the
opposite sex hoping to earn more points.
Points are accumulated in each event,
which is added up at the end.
“Some events are gender based,” said
Emily Hartwig, Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority
Homecoming chair. “There is a pie-eating
competition and no girl would want to eat
15 pies.”
New Greek members are expected to
compete throughout Homecoming week.
“It gets to show people what Greek life is
all about, like the dedication and work,” said
Greg Bowdler, sophomore physical education
major and Delta Sigma Phi member.
Active members like participating and
continue to do it because they help the new
members ﬁgure out how things are run,
Hartwig said.
The most diﬃcult part of Homecoming
week is keeping everyone on the same
page and making sure all the documented
paperwork is turned in on time, Huﬀman
said.
Some organizations ﬁnd it diﬃcult to
get people involved in participating during
Homecoming week.
“People who are reoccurring (in
Homecoming) want to get involved and are
usually very involved in the organization,”
Bowdler said. “Some people don’t want to be
responsible for events.”
Each organization and residence hall is
divided into divisions to compete against
each other.
“We would never compete against
Lawson,” Hartwig said.
Certain groups take Homecoming more
serious than others.
“Greeks are more competitive in a lot
of aspects of homecoming,” said Leah
Pietraszewski, junior family and consumer
science major. “They can convince or push
their brothers and sisters to do it.”
Pietraszewski was the Homecoming
chair for Andrews Hall her freshman and
junior years and participated last year as the
Homecoming committee publicity chair.
Disappointed with about 15 Andrews
Hall participants, Pietraszewski ﬁgured with
about 400 residents, more would be eager to
contribute.
“Freshmen don’t understand
Homecoming is a big deal here as opposed to
high school,” Pietraszewski said. “It’s not like
the high school football game and dance.”
With the lack of resident participation,
Andrews and Thomas halls decided to
combine halls to make a larger team, said
Isaac Sandidge, junior psychology major and
Thomas Hall Homecoming chair.
“Homecoming is traditionally Greek and
most halls gave up on it,” he said. “But that’s

End:
6th &
Lincoln
Start:

MLK Union
7th street

GRAPHIC BY DAVE HANLEY

Homecoming parade and race route will start by the Union, go down toward Charleston’s square and come back to Eastern.

LEAH PIETRASZEWSKI | JUNIOR FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES MAJOR

“The fact that everyone on campus gets to be proud of one thing, school spirit,
overwhelms the campus and at the same time everyone comes together to support it.”
no reason not to do it.”
Some underclassmen do not understand
the dedication that goes into Homecoming
week by participation organizations and
residence halls.
Games, inﬂatables, bingo, free food and
other events are oﬀered to the community
throughout the week.
“Homecoming week brings the campus
together as a whole,” said Jessica Henson,
University Board Homecoming chair.
“Students might be in diﬀerent groups,
organizations, residence halls or fraternity/
sororities, but during this week everyone
comes together to celebrate school spirit.”
Some active groups contribute a “walking
ﬂoat” in the parade because of a lack of time,
money and involvement.

“The walking ﬂoat represents the
people of the house that participated,” said
Huﬀman. “Also, it’s less time consuming and
cheaper, especially with Homecoming being
close to mid-terms.”
With the parade being the largest event
during Homecoming week, anyone can
participate.
“It gives the students a chance to interact
with the community and faculty/staﬀ of
EIU,” Henson said.
The event members involved determine
the amount of time they spend preparing.
Some organizations and residence halls
agree creating ﬂoats is too time consuming.
Many groups pomp their ﬂoats, which is
rolling tissue and gluing chicken wire, while
others use cardboard.

Thomas and Andrews halls are creating a
ﬂoat mainly out of cardboard to save time.
“It’s nice to see what other people do
instead of spending hours working on a
ﬂoat,” said Julia Murphy, Alpha Sigma Alpha
Homecoming chair.
“The fact that everyone on campus gets
to be proud of one thing, school spirit,
overwhelms the campus and at the same
time everyone comes together to support it,”
said Pietraszewski.
Homecoming is based on a point system,
which determines what group will
win and keep event involvement more
organized.
“Greeks have it down pat and know
who will do what and how to structure it,”
Pietraszewski said.
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InReviews
Game gets better
with design pattern
Game: Okami
System: Playstation 2

By Daniel Dudley
Verge Reviewer

With all the talk of Nintendo Wii, PS3, and XBOX 5000
nowadays, peoples’ expectations
for a game’s visual presentation is
limited to how lifelike the graphics are.
Well, if there is a poster boy for
the PS2’s visually stunning games
“Okami” is it.
It takes a beautiful use of
color and brush stroke painting
and applies it to ancient Japanese
Mythology.
“Okami” take the puzzle-like
action game that you would see in
titles like “The Legend of Zelda” or
“Metroid” and gives it a complete
revamp.
The game play is the most fun

and refreshing this year.
The combat system as well as
the puzzle solving and rejuvenation
are all used with something called a
“Celestial Brush” (literally translates to a brush coming down from
the heavens).
The brush allows the player to
pause the game at any time and
determines the on-screen action.
From drawing in a missing
section of a bridge, to slicing an
enemy in half with a single stroke,
the brush plays into every aspect of
the game.
It is amazing how seamless the
transition between the “Celestial
Brush” techniques and the combat
really is.
There are 13 forms of techniques to master as the game
progresses that allow the gamer to

open new parts of the world and
form new attacks.
One of the games only drawbacks is its dialog.
It is not that the dialog is bad,
or even that there is too much of it,
it is just that every time a character
speaks it is the most annoying jabbering that could ever be taken in
by the human ear.
There is a way to turn oﬀ the
jabbering, but in turn you lose
all the sound eﬀects for the game.
A function to control speech in
the game would have been nice.
As far as diﬃculty is concerned,
the game is more than gracious
in allowing power ups and health
regeneration.
This would make the game better for some, or worse for others.

Frat book tells real
life using fiction
Book: Epsilon Zeta
Author: Jock Young
By Adam Testa
Verge Reviewer

For his debut novel, Jock Young
pulled out all the stops.
His novel, “Epsilon Zeta,”
chronicles a semester in the life
of several brothers in a ﬁctitious
fraternity on a ﬁctional college
campus.
The book, which Young based
partially on his experiences as a
member of Sigma Chi, exposes the
inner-workings of a fraternity to
the audience.
Upon picking up the book, the
readers may ﬁnd themselves thinking, “Oh. It’s just another fraternity book.”
But they are wrong. What
Young oﬀers goes one step beyond
the typical “fat, drunk and stupid”
image presenting in ﬁlms such as
“Animal House” and “PCU.”
Young engages the reader in taking them into the political realm
of fraternal business and lets the
reader see what happens and pass

First album with new
members
Album: In a Million Pieces
Artist: The Draft

By Jason Duarte
Verge Reviewer

It isn’t often that when a band
breaks up, the members form a
new band that’s actually better
than the preceding one.
In 2005, Hot Water Music
decided to call it quits.
Three of the four members of
Hot Water Music remained together, and instead of throwing in the
towel completely, they recruited
Todd “Wonderboy” Rockhill on
lead guitar.
With Rockhill replacing Chuck
Ragan on lead guitar, The Draft
has been in full swing and released
its debut album, “In a Million
Pieces” Sept. 12 with Epitaph
Records.
The album starts out with a
catchy melody, “New Eyes Open.”
It is reminiscent of Hot Water
Music the moment vocalist Chris
Wollard opens his mouth.
The ﬁrst minute or so gradually
builds a suspenseful introduction
and verse for the catchy chorus,
which you may ﬁnd yourself singing before the song is even over.
The lyrics can be transcribed
as relevant to The Draft’s interesting beginning, as Wollard places
emphasis on the line, “The end’s

where it begins. And that’s what
I like about it; it’s not so complicated if you go right through.”
“Let It Go” is a more ska-inﬂuenced song, according to the band.
Bassist Jason Black really plays
his heart out on this track, and it
shines.
On “Wired,” The Draft recruited a horns section to help rock this
song. Like the feel of the title, it is
quick, hard and somewhat speedy.
If you aren’t at least tapping
your feet to the progressively ongoing beat in this song, you might
as well be musically inept because
with the addition to the horns, this
song stands out among the rest.
Fast forwarding to a slower
paced “All We Can Count On,”
the song gives the CD a broader
feel, outside of the catchy, basspounding riﬀs with a more toneddown accent to it.
The uniqueness of this track
also helps with the ﬂow of the CD,
shuﬄing the overall feel up a bit.
Overall, The Draft’s debut
album was not a letdown.
As bassist Jason Black explains,
“It’s kind of nice because even
though we’re using most of the
same people, it’s like having a
while new set of tools.”

Number two
gets good
review
Movie: Jackass Number Two
Rating: R

their own judgment.
Young does not present “Epsilon Zeta” in a way that either gloriﬁes or degrades fraternities.
Instead, Young presents two
sides to a power struggle within
the chapter based around what
brotherhood truly means.
Both readers with real-life
fraternity experience and those
without will ﬁnd themselves taking
sides with one of the two factions.
The reader will be engaged in
the novel because of this connection with one of the sides in the
argument. Young has presented the
story in a way that keeps readers on
both sides waiting to ﬁnd out what
lies ahead.
The book also serves as an
eye-opener for anyone who has
speculated about what types of
hazing and abuse fraternity pledges
experience during their recruitment and initiation phases. While
the brothers of Epsilon Zeta do not
succumb their pledges to physical
abuse, the amount of emotional

abuse the pledges allow themselves
to suﬀer is unbelievable.
Young obviously wrote his
debut novel with a college audience
in mind. “Epsilon Zeta” is ﬁlled
with language and content those
not in college may deem inappropriate. Sex, drugs, alcohol and societal issues such as homosexuality
and race equality are all common
themes throughout the novel.
The novel’s only downside is
that in chronicling an entire fraternity and the two divisions within
it, it is necessary to present the stories from many diﬀerent angles. At
times, characters become jumbled
as to who is who, and the reader
can easily become confused as to
what roles certain characters play.
For a college-aged audience, the
novel may serve as an eye-opening
experience.
Even if the reader chooses not
to believe all the tales that Young
creates in “Epsilon Zeta,” the book
will still be an entertaining read.

Check out www.dennews.com for a podcast
interview with author Jock Young

By Michael Peterson
Senior Verge Reporter

The Jackass crew is up to its old
tricks again, but never has its juvenile-style humor tasted so sweet.
Director Jeﬀ Tremaine has given
moviegoers an experience that
dishes up naked dwarfs, a ball pit
full of anacondas and even more
shopping-cart stunts.
It is not necessarily a recipe for
an Oscar, but “Jackass: Number
Two” knows its audience and with
this movie, the Jackass crew has
transformed gross-out humor and
practical jokes into an art form.
Viewers should not go in
expecting to see amazing acting or
special eﬀects that will blow them
away, however, they can count on a
good laugh.
The movie clocks in at about
95 minutes long and the audience
was consistently laughing for the
majority of the movie.
It really is that funny.
Be warned though, this movie is
not for the weak of stomach.
Even the most desensitized
viewer will be wishing that the
movie theater had provided barf
bags.

The part that seemed to test
the audience the most was one
particular skit titled “How to Milk
a Horse.”
The audience’s reaction to that
skit was very similar to that of
Johnny Knoxville and Steve-O’s
reaction in the movie.
The movie theater ﬁlled with
moans. However, the audience’s
reaction is one of the best aspects
of the movie.
A truly essential part of the
movie experience is missed by
waited for the ﬁlm to be released
on DVD.
A possible downfall is that the
movie seems to run a little long.
The majority of the skits are
hilarious, but maybe if the lessfunny scenes were trimmed down
the movie would not have felt so
stretched.
It is truly mind boggling
how Knoxville and company has
consistently been able to one-up
themselves since ﬁrst airing of the
MTV show in 2000.
And even with most of the
cast members in their late 20s or
early 30s, they have not grown up.
Hopefully, for our sake, they never
will.
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and tight rolled jeans were the
craze.
A popular hangout was Marty’s
and the game was Pac-Man, she
said. “The big song on the radio
was, ‘Jack and Diane,’ and every
time I hear it I still remember the
day I ﬁrst heard it at Marty’s.”
Chiariello attended Eastern
from 1982 to 1986 earning a bachelors degree in fashion merchandising with a minor in business.
The college has spread since
Chiariello lived on campus.
“Carman used to be out in the
middle of nowhere and it’s surrounded now,” she said. “And now
the campus has a Greek Court.
That was never there.”
The town is more built up as
well with Super Wal-Mart and
many fast food restaurants on
Lincoln Avenue.
“McDonalds and Hardees was

PHOTOS COURTESY OF UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

The University Union bridge, which was attached to the original part of
the Union to connect it to the east building dates from 1974.
as good as it got back then,” she
said. “And Wal-Mart was built
while I attended but it wasn’t a
super center.”
Chiariello said she always went
to the bar Mother’s on Thursdays

JM’s
&

2117 dewitt...on the corner of 22nd street...258-8085

Monday-Friday from 9am-6pm
WEDDING & BACHELORETTE
ITEMS,

GAG GIFTS, VIDEOS, DVDS,
MAGAZINES, NOVELTIES

& LINGERIE

Coupon for free gift with purchase

LIVE MUSIC

ALL WEEKEND
Friday:
9 pm *
00 JACK DANIELS & CORONA

$3.

Saturday:
Music Open Jam: Free to the public!
50 RAIL VODKA & PBR bottles

$1.

Daily Specials: $1 PBR • Busch • Miller High Life

Birkenstock
Go Panthers...
Beat Murray State!!!

Boston
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat .9-5 Sun. 12-4
305 W Lincoln
Charleston, IL

•Taupe Suede
•Antique Peat
Leather
•Taupe Suede
w/soft foot bed

ack
MooreShoes

because it was the place to go if
you weren’t Greek.
She said some Greeks went, but
it wasn’t known as a Greek hangout
like she’s heard it is now.
Students had to be 21 years old
to drink when Chiariello attended
Eastern, but her freshman year
students could get in the bars at 18
years old. Her sophomore year it
changed to 19.
Chiariello said “the thing to
do in the 80s at Eastern was play
Pac-Man and watch MTV in the
dorms because the channel was still
so new to us.”
MTV aired on Aug. 1, 1981.
“I didn’t have cable at home so I
spent a lot of time watching TV in
my dorm room,” she said.
Tanning beds were also a new
craze for Eastern students.
“Fake tanning was a really big
deal and I can remember all of
us doing a lot of it in the ‘80s,”
Chiariello said.

Eyes from the ’90s
While Chiariello watched the
launching of MTV and got a great
tan in the winter, Kristin Cann was
watching Sesame Street and playing in the snow.
Cann, assistant director of
Panther Catering and Java Beanery
and Bakery, didn’t start college
until 1999.
She attended Eastern from
1999 to 2002 studying family and
consumer science with a minor in
hospitality.
But before she became a fulltime university employee she was
hanging out at Stix (now known
as the Panther Paw Bar and Grill)
where the game was darts.
“Stix was where everyone went,”
she said. “It didn’t matter who you
were.”
Cann remembered when WalMart turned into a super center
and when County Market was

PHOTOS COURTESY OF UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

Marty’s is the only bar in Charleston that is situated directly adjacent to
campus.
known as Walkers.
“I’ve been here to see the
changes and there have been a lot,”
she said.
The closing of Hardees, Long
John Silvers, EL Krackers and Stu’s
along with Blair Hall burning
down all happened while she’s been
in Charleston. She also watched
the recent renovations to the Booth
Library from beginning to end.
One of the biggest changes she
said she has seen over the years
though is how the students are “so
much more involved in college
activities” than in the 90s and
recently.
Cann said she wished she would
have been more involved as a
student.
“Everything at Eastern is changing,” she said. “It’s a good thing.”

Eyes of the current
It only took a year for Brian
Montag to notice major changes in
the campus.
Montag attended Eastern as
an undergrad from 2001 to 2005,
earning a bachelor’s degree in
physical education with a minor in
health studies.
He returned to Eastern this fall
for graduate school.
“I’m impressed to see the ﬁne
arts building has progressed in
construction and the brick pathway
addition to the Alumni Garden,”
he said.
Other new changes that had occurred while he was gone were the
opening of the new Jimmy John’s
and Michael Domani’s.
“I spend a lot of time at the new
Jimmy John’s,” he said. “I love it.
The building is diﬀerent but the

trivia is still there.”
Montag said the popular hangout in his undergrad days was a
house on 11th and Buchanan and
the game was bags.
“I miss those days,” he said.
“Everyone I used to hang out with
is now in the real world. That’s the
biggest change.”
As the campus keeps changing
in the eyes of the alumni, it takes
along with it some traditions that
will remain for years to come.
Cann said the tradition of
having your picture taken on the
panther in front of Marty’s will
always be a big deal.
“Everyone still does it. My sister
still comes back to campus and
wants a picture on the panther and
she attended Eastern in ’95,” Cann
said.
Pauly, Chiariello, Cann and
Montag all agreed that Wednesday.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
are still the big nights to hangout whether it is at the bars or at
someone’s house.
Cann said every campus has its
particular days and Eastern’s have
always been Wednesday through
Saturday.
“I don’t think that will change,”
she said.
College stressers are still the
same as they were in the ‘70s to
2006. All agreed that homework,
getting to class on time, ﬁnding a
parking spot and a part-time job
caused stress in each generation of
students.
From pinball to Pac-Man, from
darts to bags, each generation of
alumni will continue to see the
changes and remember the good
times they had at Eastern.
That will stay the same.
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What’s your favorite TV Land show?

Nichole D’Antonio
elementary education
major
“Full House” – “’Cause
Uncle Jesse rocks my
world.”

Blake Wetzel
corporate
communication major
“All in the Family” – “Archie
Bunker’s crazy. He’s
ridiculous. He’s nuts!”

Sarah Stoecker
middle level education
major “I Love Lucy”
– “Lucy’s hilarious; when
she stuffs her face in
chocolate, it’s funny.”

Deke Bowman
college representative
for Missions Agency
“Happy Days” – “It’s a
’50s diner. It’s all fun, all
the time.”

Emily Bock
pre-med major
“Cheers” – “’Cause it’s
awesome how everyone
knows your name.”

Angela DeLong
communication
studies major
– “’I Love Lucy’
cause Lucile Ball is just
a doll. She is so cute.”

Morgan Carstens
pre-nursing major
“Happy Days” – “’Cause
it’s funny, I don’t know.”

» Alumni
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The Distinguished Alumni
Award is one of the most
prestigious awards.
Five winners were selected this
year: Gregg Altobella, class of
1988; Brigadier General Joseph
Balskus, class of 1976; John
Currey, class of 1962; Gordon
Grado, class of 1974; Jerry Van
Dyke, class of 1955; and Paul
Ward, class of 1971.
Currey served as president of
Boreal Laboratories, a division
of Science Kit, Inc., from 1981
until his retirement in 2005.
The company, which serves the
Canadian science education
market, dominates the industry
with a market share of 85 percent.
Currey said he was “honored and
humbled” to be added to the list of

distinguished graduates.
“I was fortunate to have
educators at Eastern who cared
about the individual student,” he
said. “Many times in my career
I encountered situations where
lessons from their teachings came
naturally.”
One of those lessons Currey
learned outside the classroom was
when Dean Hammond visited his
fraternity, Tau Kappa Epsilon.
“During his talk he stressed that
there were many social skills that
should be learned at Eastern and
one was, ‘Never wear brown socks
with black shoes and vice versa,’
Currey said. “There was not one
person in the room that did not
stop listening, reach down and pull
up their pant leg to check.
“It was this, ‘Hammond
Moment’ and the book, ‘Dress
for Success’ that was the topic of
many discussions with new recruits
during sales management days early

John Phipps
Class of 1980
“The Andy Griffith Show”
– “Just … Barney Fife,
you just can’t beat him as a
character.”

in my career.”
Altobella is the senior
administrative director of
orthopedic services for Cardinal
Health System in Muncie, Ind.,
as well as the chief operations
oﬃcer for the aﬃliate organization
Midwest HealthStrategies, a
provider of physical rehabilitation
therapy services. Altobella was
stunned when he found out he
had been chosen as a distinguished
alumni.
“My years at Eastern changed
my life as a person, provided me
with an outstanding education
and deﬁned career path, as well as
provided me with many examples
of the type of professional and
person that I would aspire to be
through faculty and the residence
hall and housing department staﬀ,”
he said.
Altobella advised current
students to take advantage of
Eastern’s opportunities as they

will “inﬂuence the personal and
professional success” of the rest of
their lives.
Award winner Gordon Grado
agreed.
“Eastern did not just give me a
degree, but the skills necessary to
become successful,” he said.
Eastern provided educational
opportunities with activities after
normal school hours, he said.
He said through the money
he earned while working as a
photographer at the Daily Eastern
News he was able to help defray the
costs of his education.
“After graduating from Eastern,
I have had the opportunity to
train and work at many prominent
academic centers around the
country, and I still cannot believe
what Eastern oﬀered and oﬀers
compared to these other ‘centers of
excellence,’” he said.
Grado is the founder and
medical director of the Southwest

Bruce Wells
communication major
“Happy Days” – “Because
it’s the one I know the
best.”

Oncology Centers – with two
locations in Arizona and two
additional treatment facilities
in Minnesota – and the Grado
Radiation Center of Excellence. He
has also helped teach and develop
prostate brachy therapy programs
worldwide for early stage, advanced
and recurrent prostate cancer.
Paul Ward is the vice president for
university administration and legal
aﬀairs at Arizona State University.
“My ﬁrst reaction was I was a
little embarrassed by the attention,
but very appreciative of the
recognition from my alma mater,”
he said about receiving the award.
He never questioned his
decision to attend Eastern during
his undergraduate years and said he
feels he was more than adequately
prepared for graduate school and
law school. This Homecoming, in
addition to seeing his friends and
family, he is looking forward to
seeing the Panthers win.

